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PREFACE 

This report was prepared by Earth Tech, Inc., 1420 King St., Suite 600, Alexandria, VA 22314, for the US 
Air Force Research Laboratory, Materials and Manufacturing Directorate, Airbase and Environmental 
Technology Division (AFRL/MLQE), Suite 2,139 Barnes Drive, Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida 32403- 
5323. 

Trichloroethene (TCE) is the most commonly detected contaminant at Superfund sites in the US. It has 
been widely used for degreasing and cleaning activities. TCE was commonly discharged to the 
environment for disposal purposes. In recent years, the hazards of exposure to TCE and other chlorinated 
aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs) have been documented. These compounds can pose a serious threat to 
human health or the environment. Aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation is an innovative technology 
being used for treatment of groundwater contaminated with CAHs, especially TCE. This document 
presents the principles of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation as well as mathematical models used 
describe the technology and a discussion of its applicability and limitations. A section of this document 
describes a software program that can help determine if this technology is appropriate for implementation. 
The steps needed to design and implement the technology, based upon results of a full-scale evaluation 
at Edwards AFB, CA, are also presented. The document concludes with a discussion surrounding 
regulatory acceptance the technology and a description of case studies where the technology has been 
implemented in the field. This document is designed for use by project managers not necessarily 
experienced in treatment technology design who are exploring potential technology alternatives for 
groundwater treatment. 

This Technology Guidance Manual and Screening Software User's Guide provides information on the use 
of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation as a technology for treatment of groundwater contaminated 
with CAHs. This document has been prepared according to the requirements of Contract No. F41624-94- 
D-8055, Delivery Order No. 2 between the US Air Force and Earth Tech, Inc.   The AFRL/MLQE project 
officer was Ms. Alison Thomas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs) are the most prevalent contaminants found at 
Superfund sites, with trichloroethylene (TCE) being the most common constituent. Aerobic 
cometabolic bioremediation is an innovative technology currently being studied to treat 
groundwater contaminated with TCE and other CAHs such as 1,2-dichloroethylene (1,2-DCE) 
and vinyl chloride; the technology does not work for tetrachloroethylene (aka, 
perchloroethylene, or PCE), 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA), 1,1-dichloroethylene (1,1-DCE), 
carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, or methylene chloride. The technology was developed to work 
in situ, or in place, and in some cases, pumping contaminated water to the surface may be 
avoided. The remediation of the groundwater occurs when indigenous microorganisms oxidize 
a compound (primary substrate) by producing a nonspecific enzyme that fortuitously oxidizes 
the contaminant. The primary substrate, as well as a source of dissolved oxygen to serve as an 
electron acceptor, are introduced into the groundwater via injection wells. 

Studies involving the use of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation are ongoing to 
determine which compounds may best serve as the primary substrate and the electron 
acceptor. Toluene, methane and phenol are several of the compounds that may be used as 
the primary substrate, with toluene appearing to be the most effective. The dissolved oxygen 
source alternatives to be used as the electron acceptor are air, pure oxygen, and hydrogen 
peroxide. Pure oxygen seems to be the most efficient and least expensive choice, but periodic 
use of hydrogen peroxide offers benefits as well (e.g., it helps prevent bioclogging). Selection 
of the primary substrate and electron acceptor is also dependent on the CAH concentrations in 
the groundwater at a particular site. 

This implementation guide and user's manual presents the principles of aerobic cometabolic in 
situ bioremediation as well as the mathematical models used to describe the technology and a 
discussion of the applicability and limitations of the technology. A section of this document 
describes a software program that may be used to help determine whether this technology is 
appropriate for implementation at a user-defined site. The steps needed to design and 
implement the technology, based upon results of a full-scale evaluation at Edwards AFB Air 
Force Base (AFB), California, are also presented. The document concludes with a discussion 
surrounding the regulatory acceptance of the technology and a description of case studies 
where the technology has been implemented in the field. 

This document is designed for use by project managers not necessarily experienced in 
treatment technology design, and who are exploring potential technology alternatives for 
groundwater treatment. Section 5 of this document presents the details of the technology 
implementation at a particular site, and may be useful only to those managers having a higher 
level of design experience. 
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2. OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this manual are: 

(1) To introduce the process of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation as an innovative 
technology for removing CAHs from groundwater; 

(2) To provide information on when to consider using this technology at hazardous waste 
sites; 

(3) To describe how to use a software program developed to assist in technology selection 
at a user-defined site; 

(4) To describe steps involved in implementing the technology based on a full-scale 
demonstration at Site 19, Edwards AFB, California; 

(5) To discuss regulatory considerations associated with the selection and implementation 
of this technology, and; 

(6) To   compare   and   contrast   site   conditions,   system   design   and   operation,   and 
performance data from a series of case studies. 

#I:\ETCEDITS\FUILFINALD0C Page 2"1 



3. OVERVIEW 

This section provides a brief description of the technology (Section 3.1); a historical synopsis of 
how the technology progressed to its current state (Section 3.2); a description of controls used 
and parameters measured to demonstrate usefulness of the technology (Section 3.3); a list of 
the advantages and disadvantages of implementing the technology (Section 3.4); and a 
discussion of a decision tree designed to assist in determining whether the use of this 
technology should be considered at a site (Section 3.5). 

3.1  Technology Description and Definitions 

A brief description of the technology is provided below, followed by generalized descriptions of 
some of the terms and processes pertinent to the technology. 

Aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation is an environmental remediation technology that is 
primarily focused on the cleanup of groundwater contaminated with CAHs. The technology 
uses indigenous microorganisms at a site to destroy dissolved contaminants. Using this 
technology, the cleanup process occurs in situ, or in place. In some cases, no contaminated 
groundwater need be pumped to the surface, eliminating the need for costly disposal of 
hazardous waste, as well as treatment of air emissions and other treatment wastes. The 
process is cometabolic, meaning the indigenous microorganisms, while oxidizing one chemical 
compound (the primary substrate) for energy and growth, produce an enzyme that fortuitously 
degrades the target contaminant. A source of oxygen (electron acceptor) must be introduced to 
the system for the cometabolism to occur. The enzyme produced by the microorganisms to 
oxidize the primary substrate is a protein-like substance that acts as a catalyst for the 
degradation of the contaminant. Contaminant degradation provides no benefit to the 
microorganism (McCarty and Semprini, 1993). 

Bioclogging. In general, bioclogging describes a condition of excessive microbial growth near 
the point of introduction of nutrients, thereby clogging the introduction point and limiting flow in 
a dynamic bioremediation system (Taylor et al., 1993). During aerobic in situ cometabolism, 
bioclogging can occur around injection wells where the primary substrate and electron acceptor 
(i.e., some source of oxygen) are introduced into the subsurface. 

Cometabolic Enzyme. The cometabolic enzyme is the protein-like substance that is directly 
responsible for the cometabolism of contaminant compounds. Cometabolic enzymes differ 
depending on the organism that produces them, or more accurately, depending on the primary 
substrate to which the microorganisms are exposed. Exposure of the microorganisms to the 
primary substrate of the cometabolic enzyme typically induces production of more of the 
enzyme by the microorganism. In the case of aerobic cometabolism of CAHs, numerous 
studies have demonstrated that the process is mediated by the action of non-specific 
oxygenase enzymes (e.g., Zylstra et al., 1989; Wackett and Gibson, 1988; Anderson et al., 
1996; Fox et al., 1990; Oldenhuis et al., 1989). Discussion of the enzymes and their mode of 
action is beyond the scope of this document. 

Cometabolism. Cometabolism describes the process whereby an organic compound (e.g., a 
contaminant such as TCE) is fortuitously degraded by an enzyme expressed for the metabolism 
of a different compound (i.e., a primary substrate such as methane or toluene). Cometabolism 
produces no energy for the host organism, and the compound(s) subject to cometabolism often 
compete with the primary substrate for the active site of the cometabolic enzyme (see 
Competitive Inhibition). 
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Competitive Inhibition. This term describes the phenomenon whereby the primary substrate 
inhibits oxidation of the target contaminant(s) for cometabolism by competing for the active site 
of the cometabolic enzyme in a mutually exclusive fashion (Zubay, 1988). 

Deactivation. The term describes the decrease in the rate and extent of cometabolism that is 
observed when the primary substrate concentration is reduced (Semprini and McCarty, 1992). 
While the presence of the primary substrate typically induces production of more of the 
cometabolic enzyme and allows microbial growth under appropriate conditions, its absence 
results in deactivation, regardless of the concentration of the contaminant(s) targeted for 
cometabolism. 

Electron Acceptor. An electron acceptor is a substance that accepts electrons during an 
oxidation-reduction action. The application of the aerobic in situ cometabolism technology 
depends upon the oxidation of an organic compound in which oxygen serves as the electron 
acceptor that becomes reduced to H20. How oxygen is delivered in situ (i.e., as pure oxygen 
gas, as a natural component of air, or as a degradation product of hydrogen peroxide) is an 
important decision factor in terms of cost and for dealing with bioclogging. 

Microbial Growth. Microbial growth occurs when the primary substrate and electron acceptor 
are in abundance and there are no other factors limiting growth (e.g., low nitrogen or 
phosphorus, extreme temperature or pH conditions, etc.) 

Primary Substrate. The primary substrate refers to the organic compound that the 
cometabolic enzyme is designed to oxidize. This organic compound typically serves as the 
carbon and energy source for the microorganism that produces the cometabolic enzyme; when 
this is the case the compound may be referred to as the electron donor. Wilson and Wilson 
(1985) first demonstrated cometabolism of TCE in soil columns through the addition of natural 
gas (i.e., methane) as the primary substrate to stimulate the growth of indigenous 
microorganisms. Since then, other compounds have been shown to serve as primary 
substrates. These compounds include propane (Wackett et ai., 1989); ethylene and propane 
(Hartmans era/., 1992; Ensign era/., 1992; Roberts et ai., 1989), cresol, phenol, and toluene 
(Nelson et ai., 1988); ammonia (Arciero era/., 1989, Rasche et ai., 1991); isoprene (Ewers et 
ai., 1991); and isopropyl benzene (Dabrock etal., 1992). 

3.2 Technology Progression Through Field Demonstrations 

While the basic science of cometabolism has been intensively studied in the laboratory from the 
molecular to the microcosm level, field demonstration of the technology has been limited. Peer 
reviewed publications from field demonstration projects are primarily from three study sites: 
Savannah River Site (SRS), Moffett Federal Airfield, and Edwards AFB Site 19. Researchers at 
Stanford University have led the research efforts at the latter two sites. The technology 
progression discussed in this section is based on research and experience at both of these 
sites. Moreover, the system design discussed in Section 5 and the software accompanying this 
manual are based on the design implemented at the Edwards AFB site. 

The first field studies to evaluate the efficacy of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation were 
conducted at the Moffett Federal Airfield (formerly the Moffett Naval Air Station) in Mountain 
View, California. The results of the field studies were published in 1990, five years after the 
original publication by Wilson and Wilson (1985) that documented the cometabolism of TCE in 
soil columns (Semprini etal., 1990). These studies used methane as the primary substrate and 
oxygen gas as the source of oxygen for aerobic cometabolism of TCE, cis-1,2-, and trans-1,2- 
dichloroethylene (c-DCE, and t-DCE), and vinyl chloride.   Results indicated that the methane 
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consuming consortium developed was highly effective at degrading t-DCE and vinyl chloride, 
but removal of TCE and c-DCE was not as successful (Semprini et al., 1990). 

The low removal efficiency of TCE and c-DCE using methane as the primary substrate led to 
the exploration of other potential primary substrates. The studies were again conducted at the 
Moffett Federal Airfield and focused on the utility of phenol as a primary substrate, again using 
oxygen gas as the source of oxygen. The studies, conducted over two field seasons with 
results published in 1993, found phenol to be superior to methane for aerobic cometabolic in 
situ degradation of TCE and c-DCE (Hopkins et al., 1993b). 

Toluene was also evaluated at the Moffett Federal Airfield site for use as a primary substrate for 
the cometabolic degradation of TCE. Additionally, hydrogen peroxide was evaluated as an 
oxygen source. The studies concluded that toluene is an effective primary substrate with 
performance levels very similar to that of phenol. Hydrogen peroxide was also found to be a 
good source of oxygen, achieving TCE removals similar to those achieved when using oxygen 
gas. Finally, the studies verified a laboratory study (Dolan and McCarty, 1995) that the 
presence of 1,1-dichloroethylene (1,1-DCE) as a co-contaminant would significantly reduce 
TCE removal efficiencies (Hopkins and McCarty, 1995). 

A summary of the Moffett Federal Airfield studies is provided in Table 3-1 (Hopkins and 
McCarty, 1995). 

Table 3-1. Efficiency of Chlorinated Aliphatic Hydrocarbon Removal Obtained at 
the Moffett Federal Airfield Site with Different Primary Substrates 

(after Hopkins and McCarty, 1995) 

Primary 
Substrate 

Substrate 
Concentration 

(mg/L) 

%Removal 

TCE 1,1-DCE c-DCE t-DCE 
Vinyl 

Chloride 
Methane 6.6 19 NE 43 90 95 
Phenol 12.5 94 54 92 73 >98 
Toluene 9 93 NE >98 75 NE 

Key:    TCE    = 
t-DCE = 
c-DCE = 

Trichloroethylene 1,1 -DCE 
trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene    NE 
cis-1,2-Dichoroethylene        mg/L 

1,1-Dichloroethylene 
Not Evaluated 
Milligrams per liter 

With the lessons learned from the initial field evaluations at the Moffett Federal Airfield, the next 
logical technology development step was a full-scale technology demonstration. Full-scale 
technology demonstrations play an important role in the transfer of an environmental 
remediation technology for commercialization and use at additional sites. The data gathered 
during these demonstrations are essential to design and implement the technology at other 
sites, as well as to better understand technology limitations. 

The site selected for the demonstration of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation was Site 
19 at Edwards AFB. Edwards AFB is located on the western portion of the Mojave Desert, 
California. Site selection was critical to the full-scale demonstration. Like any environmental 
technology, aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation is best suited for use at some sites while 
inappropriate at others. The results at the Moffett Federal Airfield studies were used to select a 
site that was most appropriate for the full-scale technology demonstration (McCarty et al., 
1998). 
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In addition to the technical criteria used to select a site, the researchers were interested in 
finding a site that would be overseen by regulators and project management personnel 
supportive of the evaluation of an innovative technology. This was particularly important in the 
case of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation because the chosen primary substrate for 
the demonstration, toluene, is a moderately hazardous regulated chemical. Regulators would 
have to approve the injection of the chemical into the subsurface for the full-scale technology 
demonstration to become a reality. The Moffett Federal Airfield field studies conducted over the 
previous decade with peer reviewed results were a factor in the acceptance of the 
demonstration by Edwards AFB remedial project managers and federal, state, and local officials 
tasked with overseeing the cleanup at Site 19. Additionally, a near real-time monitoring system 
was proposed for immediate notification of unacceptable toluene concentrations migrating from 
the site and a contingency plan for toluene removal was prepared should it be needed (McCarty 
era/., 1998). 

Once the site was selected, the system design had to be conceived. One challenge was to 
design a system to efficiently mix the contaminant, primary substrate, and electron acceptor, 
and to deliver this mixture to indigenous microorganisms. All components must be brought 
together at the same place and time for biodegradation to occur. Traditionally, delivery systems 
have been devised either to infiltrate nutrients into the contaminated zone (by flooding, ponding, 
surface spraying, infiltration galleries/beds, etc.) or to pump the nutrients into the zone. 
However, such delivery systems do not promote optimal mixing, as the water which carries the 
nutrients and oxygen to the zone of contamination tends to displace contaminated water, and 
mixing is then restricted to the boundaries of the nutrient and contaminant plumes, where 
diffusion/dispersion processes play a role (McCarty and Semprini, 1993). 

Several innovative solutions to this mixing problem have recently been presented. Horizontal 
wells have been used to bubble gaseous nutrients into contaminated groundwater (SRS, 1998). 
In situ passive systems, such as filters (Taylor et al., 1993), trenches (Woods et al., 1995), and 
funnels and gates (Starr and Cherry, 1994), where organisms and nutrients are localized, and 
contaminated groundwater flows into the bioactive zone, have also been proposed to enhance 
mixing of contaminants, nutrients, oxygen, and microorganisms. Another approach involves 
use of a groundwater circulation well, where contaminated groundwater is pumped through the 
well, mixed in the well bore with nutrients, and the mixture is reintroduced into the aquifer. This 
was the design selected for the Edwards AFB site and discussed throughout this manual1. 

The field demonstration at Edwards AFB, Site 19, verified that aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation is an effective environmental remediation technology. The demonstration 
yielded TCE removal efficiencies of 95 to 97 percent. Toluene degradation was 99.98 percent, 
leaving an average of 1.2 to 1.3 micrograms per liter (u,g/L) at the boundaries of the treatment 
zone, well below the maximum goal of 20 |xg/L set by regulatory agencies (McCarty et al., 
1998). 

The field demonstration at Edwards AFB also achieved an important objective of any full-scale 
technology demonstration, which is compiling and documenting information that is relevant to 
site managers and regulators considering the use of the technology. For example, methods to 
alleviate the phenomena known as bioclogging were evaluated during implementation of the 
technology at Edwards AFB. Bioclogging is the preferential growth of microorganisms near the 
injection well where nutrients are most abundant (Taylor er al., 1993). This preferential growth 

1 Groundwater circulation wells were designed by Stanford University researchers specifically for the 
Edwards AFB site. The U.S. Air Force does not endorse any particular vendor supplying groundwater 
circulation well parts or services. 
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can cause the injection well to become partially clogged with biomass. One solution to this 
problem is the injection of hydrogen peroxide as an oxygen source. The injected hydrogen 
peroxide enters the subsurface in the bioclogged zone in concentrations high enough to be 
toxic to the microorganisms responsible for the bioclogging. As the hydrogen peroxide 
migrates away from the well, it hydrolyzes, providing valuable oxygen to the in situ system. 
Pulse injection of the primary substrate, which limits microbial growth in the region close to the 
injection well, is another way to prevent bioclogging. Finally, well-redevelopment is a strategy 
that has been shown to alleviate not only problems associated with bioclogging, but also those 
associated with the presence of fines, which tend to clog pumping and injection wells (McCarty 
etal., 1998). 

Competitive inhibition is another phenomenon that had to be dealt with in implementing the 
technology. Competitive inhibition describes the process whereby the primary substrate inhibits 
oxidation of the target contaminant(s) for cometabolism by competing for the active site of the 
cometabolic enzyme in a mutually exclusive fashion. Thus, when the primary substrate and the 
target contaminant(s) are simultaneously present, biodegradation of the target contaminant(s) 
is inhibited. The field demonstration showed that a pulse addition of primary substrate was an 
effective means to balance the maintenance of a healthy microbial population with the 
cometabolic degradation of contaminants. Conveniently, this pulsing strategy also served to 
prevent bioclogging, as noted above. 

The above discussion of bioclogging and competitive inhibition is offered to illustrate the sort of 
phenomena that may be elucidated through full-scale demonstrations. These phenomena may 
not be adequately evaluated or possibly not even apparent in laboratory or other preliminary 
studies. The discussion highlights the importance of full-scale demonstrations to fully 
understand the rate limiting processes and practical applications of a particular environmental 
remediation technology. 

3.3 How Do I Know It Works? 

In situ bioremediation is difficult to prove, for not only do decreases in contaminant 
concentrations have to be documented, but the decreases must be linked to microbial action. 
Without evidence of microbial involvement, there is no way to verify that contaminants did not 
volatilize, migrate off-site, sorb to subsurface solids, or change form via abiotic chemical 
reactions (National Research Council [NRC], 1993). 

The NRC (1993) reported that three lines of evidence should be presented in order to "prove" in 
situ bioremediation: 

1. Documented loss of contaminant from the site, 

2. Laboratory assays showing that microorganisms in site samples have the potential to 
transform the contaminants under the expected site conditions, and 

3. One or more pieces of evidence showing that the biotransformation potential is actually 
realized in the field. 

The first line of evidence may be achieved via standard sampling techniques. The second line 
of evidence is relatively simple to demonstrate using customary laboratory methods and should 
be considered a necessary precursor to implementing aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation (see Section 5). The final piece of evidence is the most difficult to generate, but 
there are many methods available to reach this end. These methods are summarized in Table 
3-2. 
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Many of the techniques identified in Table 3-2 may be innovative and interesting from an 
academic standpoint, but they may not be applicable or cost-effective in terms of implementing 
a bioremediation technology such as in situ aerobic cometabolism. Depending on the 
regulatory agency representatives involved, only one or a few of the techniques may have to be 
used. For example, at Moffett Federal Airfield and Edwards AFB Site 19 (see Sections 3.2 and 
7.0 for a summary of the work conducted at these sites), researchers at Stanford University 
successfully proved in situ bioremediation to the satisfaction of both regulatory agency 
representatives and academic peers (Hopkins and McCarty, 1995; McCarty etal., 1998). Table 
3-3 lists evidence indicating in situ bioremediation at these sites was occurring according to 
each of the three lines of evidence required to "prove" in situ biodegradation as described 
above. 

While it has been proven that the technology can work at these and other sites, proving that the 
technology is working should be considered a type of "performance monitoring" required of any 
remedial technology. Accordingly, techniques for demonstrating that the technology is working 
in the field (i.e., that contaminant loss is due to bioremediation as opposed volatilization, 
dilution, etc.) should be considered an essential component of the remedial work plan for a site. 

3.4 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Many authors cite the advantages of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation over traditional 
pump-and-treat technology (McCarty et al., 1998, Saaty et al., 1995, Taylor et ai, 1993). 
These advantages include: the avoidance of costs and health risks associated with pumping 
groundwater to the surface to be treated; the avoidance of an above ground treatment system 
to treat groundwater contaminants; TCE is destroyed in the process and not simply 
concentrated in another medium for disposal; disposal of treated groundwater is not an issue; 
and uncontaminated groundwater is not polluted by bringing it into the contaminated zone as 
generally occurs in pump-and-treat systems (McCarty et al., 1998). Additionally, Saaty et al. 
(1995) indicates that in situ bioremediation has been shown to require less time for remediation 
than pump-and-treat technology. Taylor et al. (1993) explains that this is due to the highly 
heterogeneous nature of most subsurface media, which creates preferential flowpaths for the 
extracted groundwater. 

One disadvantage of in situ bioremediation for chlorinated aliphatics is that it is commonly a 
cometabolic process requiring a regulated chemical, such as toluene, to be supplied as the 
primary substrate (McCarty et al., 1998). Regulatory approval for injection of a regulated 
chemical into the subsurface presents obvious obstacles. Experiences at Site 19 suggest that 
as long as sufficient oxygen is present and the aquifer has sufficient nutrient mass to support 
biological growth, residual concentrations (of toluene) acceptable to regulatory agencies can be 
achieved through aerobic biodegradation (McCarty et al., 1998). Additionally, toluene is also 
biodegradable anaerobically so that even if sufficient oxygen were not available, toluene would 
still be degraded to below levels of regulatory concern (McCarty et al., 1998). 
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Table 3-2. Techniques for demonstrating biodegradation in the field (after NRC, 1993) 

Technique Notes 
M easurements of Field Samples 

Number of Bacteria •    Increase in number of bacteria and corresponding loss of 
contaminant may indicate bacteria are using the contaminant 
for carbon and energy. 

Direct microscopic counting • Provides data on total bacterial counts but does not give 
information on cell types or metabolic activity. 

• Tedious. 
The INT activity test • Identifies metabolically active bacteria. 

• Used to enhance direct microscopic counting. 
Plate counts • Counts only bacteria capable of growing on selected media. 

• Commonly underestimates the number and diversity of 
bacteria. 

• Easy to isolate bacteria for study of factors affecting 
biodegradation potential. 

The most probable number 
(MPN) technique 

• Dilution method that uses statistics to estimate bacterial 
numbers. 

• Counts only bacteria capable of growing in selected media and 
may underestimate the number of bacteria. 

Oligonucleotide probes • Small pieces of DNA that bind to the DNA of target cells. 
• Highly specific. 
• Requires knowledge of cell's genetic sequence. 
• Only semiquantitative in its current state. 

Fatty acid analysis • Identifies bacteria by characteristic "signature" of fatty acids 
present in cell membranes. 

• Use in quantification not well established. 
• Limited sensitivity. 

Number of Protozoans •     Increase in protozoans suggests an increase in the number of 
bacteria because protozoans prey on bacteria. 

Rates of Bacterial Activity • Can measure microcosms accurately in laboratory using 
radiolabeled contaminants. 

• Uncertainty in extrapolating laboratory results to the field. 
Bacterial Adaptation •    Indicated by an increase over time in the rate at which 

microorganisms transform contaminants in a microcosm test. 
Inorganic Carbon Concentration • Increase in C02 or HC03" indicates metabolism of organic 

compounds. 
• Not accurate in conditions of high background bicarbonate or 

dissolution of calcareous minerals. 
Carbon Isotope Ratios • Microorganisms preferentially degrade 12C versus 13C 

containing compounds. 
• A13C/12C ratio in inorganic carbon from site samples lower 

than the 13C/12C ratio from mineral sources at the site indicates 
biodegradation. 
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Table 3-2. Techniques for demonstrating biodegradation in the field (after NRC, 1993) 

Technique Notes 
Measurements of Field Samples (Continued) 

Electron Acceptor Concentration •    Decrease in electron acceptor concentration (e.g., oxygen, 
nitrate, sulfate) compared to adjacent uncontaminated areas 
indicates biodegradation. 

Byproducts of Anaerobic 
Activity 

•    Increase in byproducts of anaerobic activity (e.g., methane, 
sulfides, reduced forms of iron and manganese, nitrogen gas) 
compared to adjacent uncontaminated areas indicates 
biodegradation. 

Intermediary Metabolite 
Formation 

• Identification of compounds unique in microbial metabolism of 
a contaminant indicates biodegradation. 

• Many intermediary metabolites are short-lived and cannot be 
detected. 

Ratio of Nondegradable to 
Degradable Substances 

• Increase in ratio of nondegradable to degradable substances 
compared to the ratio in the source of the contaminants 
indicates biodegradation. 

• Also useful for single contaminants having different forms, one 
of which is biodegradable and the other of which resists 
biodegradation. 

Experiments Run in the Field 
Stimulating Bacteria Within 
Subsites 

• Contaminant loss in areas where stimulants of bacterial activity 
(e.g., electron donors, electron acceptors, nutrients) are added 
indicates biodegradation. 

• Requires a setting uniform enough to have comparable 
subsites. 

Measuring the Electron Acceptor 
Uptake Rate 

•    Relatively rapid loss of an added supply of electron acceptor 
(e.g., oxygen) in a contaminated versus an uncontaminated 
area indicates biodegradation. 

Monitoring Conservative Tracers • Chemical tracers have chemical and transport properties 
similar to those of microbiologically reactive chemicals but are 
not microbiologically reactive themselves. 

• Used to distinguish abiotic chemical changes (e.g., 
volatilization, sorption, dilution) from chemical changes caused 
by microorganisms. 

Labeling Contaminants •    Biodegradation indicated if the expected metabolic byproducts 
(e.g., inorganic carbon and intermediary metabolites) carry the 
same relative amounts of radioisotope (e.g., 13C or 3H) as the 
labeled contaminants added to a site. 
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Table 3-3. Proving In situ Bioremediation at Moffett Federal Airfield and Edwards AFB 
(after NRC, 1997; Hopkins and McCarty, 1995; McCarty et al., 1998)(1) 

Data Objective Type of Data 
1.   Document reduction in quantity 

ofTCE 
Reduction in TCE concentrations determined from spatial and 
temporal sampling and comparison with tracer concentrations. 
Reduction in TCE mass determined from spatial integration of 
concentration measurements (at Edwards AFB); comparison of 
steady-state TCE concentrations upgradient and downgradient 
of the treatment system (at Edwards AFB); comparison of 
breakthrough of organic contaminants before and after 
biostimulation (at Moffett Federal Airfield); and a mass balance 
comparing mass of contaminant injected to mass removed (at 
Moffett Federal Airfield).  

2.   Show microorganisms from the 
site can cometabolize TCE 

Microcosm studies using aquifer material from the site showed 
evidence of cometabolism. Microbes isolated from the 
microcosms showed the same cometabolic activity.  

3.   Link TCE disappearance to the 
technology 

Decrease of TCE concentrations coinciding with methane or 
toluene utilization. 
Increase in TCE concentrations when addition of primary 
substrate stopped. 
Rate and extent of field biodegradation consistent with 
laboratory microcosm studies. 
No degradation of TCE observed in zone where no methane 
was present to support bacterial growth (Moffett Federal 
Airfield). 
No evidence of anaerobic conditions (i.e., no intermediate 
products of anaerobic degradation). 
Presence of indigenous methanotrophic bacteria (Moffett 
Federal Airfield) and correlation of inferred biomass distribution 
with zones of TCE biodegradation (Edwards AFB).  

(1)   In the Moffett Federal Airfield experiments, controlled contaminant injections, conservative tracers, untreated 
test areas, systematic variation of operating parameters, and start-and-stop testing were used as controls. 

An additional disadvantage associated with aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation are 
problems associated with bioclogging. The Edwards AFB Site 19 experienced difficulties 
associated with bioclogging at the injection well screen. The injection of hydrogen peroxide and 
well-redevelopment was employed to alleviate the problem. However, at a cost of $4.00 per kg 
($1.80 per pound), hydrogen peroxide is quite expensive. For comparison, the primary 
substrate used at Site 19, toluene, costs only $0.20 per kg ($0.09 per pound). Well- 
redevelopment was employed three times at Site 19, once due to a sudden head increase and 
twice as a routine procedure. On average, well-redevelopment costs about $4,000 per 
redevelopment. The use of hydrogen peroxide and periodic well-redevelopment may 
significantly contribute to the cost of a remediation project (McCarty et al., 1998). Other 
innovative approaches to reduce this potential problem are thus worth pursuing. 

3.5 When Should I Consider Using This Technology At My Site? 

Before selecting any groundwater remedial technology, information on site conditions must be 
gathered. This includes characterizing physical, chemical, geological, and hydrogeological 
parameters. When considering aerobic in situ cometabolism, the capacity of intrinsic microbial 
populations to degrade the compound(s) of interest given the appropriate stimulating conditions 
must also be evaluated. 
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A decision tree that indicates when to consider the use of aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation for cleaning up CAHs in groundwater is given in Figure 3-1. The first few steps 
involve assessing whether site conditions are amenable to the technology. Ideal physical site 
conditions are sandy aquifers with low organic matter content and hydraulic conductivities 
greater than 10"3 cm/s. Generally, bedrock aquifers are excluded from the use of this 
technology. Because of the sensitivity of pumping costs to aquifer depth, it should be noted 
that this technology would be more cost-effective in anisotropic deeper aquifers since 
groundwater extraction is not necessary. Chemical conditions should include CAH 
concentrations not exceeding -10 mg/L; no dense or light non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs 
or LNAPLs); and low concentrations (i.e., less than -15 jug/L) of 1,1-DCE, which can inhibit 
cometabolism of other CAHs. In addition, note that the technology works only for TCE, 1,2- 
DCE, and vinyl chloride. Carbon tetrachloride, 1,1,1-TCA, chloroform, and methylene chloride 
are not degraded using this technology. Finally, laboratory microcosm studies should be 
available to indicate that indigenous microbial populations have the ability to cometabolize 
CAHs upon addition of toluene (or similar electron donor) and, if necessary, oxygen and other 
nutrients (e.g., nitrogen, phosphorus, etc.). 

Figure 3-1      When to Consider Using In situ Cometabolism as a Potential Remedial 
Technology for Cleaning Up CAHs in Groundwater 

Are physical site conditions likely to be amenable to the technology? (Sandy 
aquifers with low organic matter content and hydraulic conductivities ranging from 
approximately 105 to 1 cm/s are best.) 

rf- No 
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Are chemical site conditions likely to be amenable to the technology? (CAHs 
susceptible to cometabolism include TCE, 1,2-DCE, and vinyl chloride; PCE, 1,1,1-TCA, 
carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, and methylene chloride are not susceptible. 1,1-DCE 
may be cometabolized, but toxic products are produced during the transformation; field 
studies indicate 1,1-DCE concentrations should not exceed -15 u.g/L (Dolan and 
McCarty, 1995). There should be no NAPLs or exceedingly high concentrations [i.e., 
greater than -10 u.g/L] of target contaminant.                                                       A 
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innovative technologies for cleaning up hazardous waste sites? 
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The next step is to obtain approval from regulators and the community (if applicable). Special 
consideration is required for two reasons. First, the technology is an "innovative technology," 
meaning that little information exists on its cost and performance because of its limited 
application. Some regulators and communities may not want to consider innovative 
technologies, despite the potential for faster cleanup and cost savings. Second, the technology 
requires the injection of a moderately hazardous substance (i.e., toluene) into the groundwater. 
Even with a sound contingency plan covering all possible system malfunctions, regulators and 
communities may not accept a technology that involves injecting one toxic substance to clean 
up another. In addition, some states require review of injection technology proposals by state 
implemented underground injection control (UIC) programs, and a few states require a UIC 
permit for the implementation of such technologies (USEPA, 1996a). 

Once it has been established that the technology may be used, it should be included as an 
option along with other remedial technologies to determine the best one to use. This process 
typically involves consultation and negotiation among parties responsible for the cleanup, their 
contractors, and various regulatory agencies. Regulatory considerations concerning the 
implementation and performance of this technology are presented in Section 6. 

The software included in this manual uses models to determine whether site conditions are 
appropriate for use of the technology. While these models use some user-defined site-specific 
parameters, the use of more complex models that account for sorption, dissolution, and 
competitive inhibition may be prudent when designing the system. Such models developed for 
the Moffett Federal Airfield site (Semprini and McCarty, 1991) and the Edwards AFB site 
(McCarty etal., 1998) successfully predicted performance of the technology and are suggested 
for use as reference. 
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4. SCREENING SOFTWARE:  IS THIS TECHNOLOGY A POTENTIALLY 
COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION FOR MY SITE? 

This section describes the use of the Aerobic Cometabolic In Situ Bioremediation Screening 
Software, which was designed to help the user determine whether aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation is a feasible and cost-effective solution for implementation at a site with 
contaminated groundwater. The software was developed at the Air Force Institute of 
Technology (AFIT), Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio, by Dr. Mark N. Goltz, Capt. Glenn C. 
Mandalas, Lt. John A. Christ, and Mr. Hugh Goltz. Further information about the software can 
be obtained by contacting Capt. Mandalas or Lt. Christ. Copies of the software may be obtained 
by contacting Erica Becvar of the Air Force Research Laboratory's Airbase and Environmental 
Technology Division. Contact information is provided below. 

Technical questions concerning software: 
Capt. Glenn C. Mandalas Lt. John A. Christ 
Dover Air Force Base Minot Air Force Base 
436th Civil Engineering Squadron 5th Civil Engineer Squadron 
Dover, Delaware, 19902 Minot, North Dakota, 55705 
(302) 677-6849 (701) 723-4825 
DSN 445-6849 DSN 453-4825 

Copies of software: 
Erica S. K. Becvar, M.S. 
Environmental Engineering 
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory 
Materials and Manufacturing Directorate 
Airbase and Environmental Technology Division 
AFRL/MLQE (ARA, Inc.) 
139 Barnes Drive, Suite 2 
Tyndall AFB, FL 32403-5323 
Telephone: (850)283-6225  Fax: (850)283-6064 
E-mail: erica.becvar@ccmail.aleq.tyndall.af.mil 

The software was developed after a successful field demonstration of the technology at 
Edwards AFB. The field demonstration was designed and implemented by the Western Region 
Hazardous Substance Research Center (at Stanford University) with funding provided by the 
Headquarters, U.S. Air Force Environmental Quality Division, the Air Force Flight Test Center at 
Edwards AFB, the USEPA, and the Air Force Research Laboratories. Earth Tech, Inc., 
assisted with the implementation of the technology under contract with the Air Force Center for 
Environmental Excellence. The software and this section make frequent reference to the 
Edwards AFB site, the results from which have been published in peer-reviewed literature 
(McCarty et al., 1998). It should be noted that the technology has been studied extensively in 
the laboratory and demonstrated at other field sites as well (see Section 7). 

This section describes the essential elements of the software. Two goals of this section are (1) 
to describe the principles behind the calculations that the program executes to determine 
feasibility and cost of the technology, and (2) to explain the main user interface screens to help 
the user navigate through the program. 

4.1  What This Program Does 

The purpose of this software is to give the user an opportunity to determine whether aerobic 
cometabolic in situ bioremediation may be appropriate for use at a site with groundwater 
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contamination. This program evaluates the effectiveness of the technology, under user- 
defined site conditions, to contain and treat a migrating contaminant plume so that 
downgradient contaminant concentrations will meet acceptable regulatory levels. 

This software will calculate, for a specific user-defined site, the number of injection and 
extraction wells required, the amount of primary substrate (microbial food source/toluene), the 
amount of electron acceptor (oxygen source for microbial stimulation), the in-well flowrates 
required for plume capture, and the approximate capital and operating costs to ensure 
regulatory specified concentrations are met downgradient of the treatment well system. In 
addition, the software contains brief explanations of the history and regulatory acceptance of 
the technology. These portions of the program will not be discussed in this section as they are 
discussed elsewhere in this guidance manual. 

4.2 What Information Do I Need To Know About My Site To Use This Program? 

In order to use this program, the following information about a particular site is required: 

• Contaminants present 
• Contaminant present at the highest concentration 
• Whether the site is isotropic or anisotropic(1) or if a confining layer is present 
• Aquifer saturated thickness 
• Regional hydraulic gradient 
• Plume width 
• Influent concentration of the contaminant (i.e., contaminant concentration upgradient of 

the treatment well system) 
• Desired effluent concentration of the contaminant (i.e., regulatory cleanup concentration 

downgradient of the treatment well system) 
• Depth of the water table 
• Hydraulic conductivity (or at least the geological composition of the aquifer material) 

<1)Anisotropic: vertical hydraulic conductivity -5- horizontal hydraulic conductivity < 0.1 

4.3 Models and Assumptions 

To simulate aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation, models have been developed. These 
models describe the physical and biochemical fate and transport processes occurring during 
technology implementation. The models also help assess whether this particular groundwater 
treatment option is feasible at a specific site. Additionally, models may be used to help optimize 
designs to control costs. Two basic models were employed in the development of the Aerobic 
Cometabolic In situ Bioremediation Screening Software. These models are the Biological and 
Flow Models. The models and assumptions associated with the use of each are discussed in 
Appendix A. The remainder of this section describes how the software calculates costs. 
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The models and assumptions used have been adapted from Christ (1997), and have been 
included in this manual for background information purposes only. The software program uses 
these models in making calculations of a plume contaminated with CAHs. It should also be 
noted that in order for this program to be useful, several other conditions regarding the site are 
assumed. Many of these conditions are outlined in Section 3.5 of this manual, "When Should I 
Consider Using This Technology at My Site?" 

COST CALCULATIONS. From the calculations shown in Appendix A, the capital and operating 
costs associated with the treatment system design can be determined. 

Capital Costs. The capital costs for implementing the treatment system are those costs 
associated with installation and start-up of the injection and extraction wells. The software 
estimates these costs based on the number of wells, N, determined necessary for complete 
capture of the contaminant plume, as calculated in equation (A.11) of Appendix A.2, Flow 
Model. The program assumes each well costs $10,000 for installation, and provides annual 
capital costs amortized over a user specified duration (in years) and anticipated interest rate. 

(1) Annual Capital Costs = ($installation/well)*N*y 

y = factor for determining annual costs based on number of years and interest rate 

Operating Costs. Operating costs are defined as the costs required to maintain the system at 
the desired efficiency. These include pumping costs, primary substrate costs, and oxygen 
source costs. These costs are a function of the aquifer characteristics; the number of wells 
required to capture the entire contaminant plume and reduce the contaminant concentrations to 
regulatory levels; and, the calculated design efficiency. Operating costs do not include 
monitoring costs, such as sampling and analysis. 

To arrive at the annual operating costs, the program makes several assumptions, all of which 
are discussed below. One important assumption, inherent in the flow model, is that the aquifer 
is isotropic, so that extracted water must be pumped to the ground surface for amendment with 
primary substrate and oxygen source prior to reinjection. If, in fact, the aquifer is anisotropic (as 
was the case at Edwards AFB Site 19) it may be possible to design a system with subsurface 
nutrient amendment (see Chapter 5). This would allow for significant savings in pumping costs. 
Due to potential clogging at the injection well, it is likely that periodic well redevelopment will be 
required. This cost is assumed to be $4,000/year/injection well. The software assumes the 
primary substrate being used is toluene, and using equation (A.7), Appendix A.1, calculates the 
substrate and oxygen concentrations for each of the three potential dissolved oxygen sources 
(air, oxygen gas, and hydrogen peroxide). The program then evaluates annual costs for 
primary substrate and oxygen, as discussed below. 

Pumping Costs. Pumping costs are determined by the distance water must be lifted from the 
aquifer and the efficiency of the pump used: 

(2) Annual pumping costs = (P*N*CostP)/n. + N*CostR 

where 
P = Power needed to lift water (P = y*H*Q) [ML2T3] 
Q = Annual flow in each well [L /well-yr] 
Y = Specific gravity of water [ML"2T2] 
H = Distance to water table or distance the water is lifted [L] 
N = Number of wells 
Costp = Pumping Costs [$M"1L"2T2] 
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CostR        = Well redevelopment costs [$/well-yr] 
T| = Pump wire-to-water efficiency (Christ, 1997). 

Primary Substrate Costs. Annual primary substrate costs are calculated based on the flow 
rate and the desired substrate concentration. Note that primary substrate is only introduced 
into N/2 injection wells. 

(3) Annual primary substrate costs = (N/2)*Q*CD*Costps 

where 
CostpS       = Cost of Primary substrate [$/M] 
Q = Annual flow in each well [L /well-yr] 
CD = Primary substrate concentration [ML'3] 

Electron Acceptor Costs. Annual electron acceptor costs are determined similarly: 

(4) Annual electron acceptor costs = (N/2)*Q*CA*CostEA 

where 
CostEA      = Cost of oxygen source [$/M] 
Q = Annual flow in each well [L3/well-yr] 
CA = Oxygen source concentration [ML ] 

The total costs (TC) of implementing the treatment system design is equal to the sum of the 
capital and operating costs calculated above: 

(5) TC = Capital Costs + Pumping Costs + Primary Substrate Costs + Electron Acceptor Costs 

The assumptions and basic costs implanted in the software package are listed in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1. Aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation Screening Software 
Assumptions and Standards 

CAPITAL COSTS 

Well Installation ($/well) 10,000(1) 

Blower Cost (when air is selected oxygen source) ($/unit) 250 
Number of Blowers Purchased (when air is selected) 2 
OPERATING COSTS 

Well Redevelopment ($/injection well-yr) 4,000lW) 

Electricity ($/Kw-hr) 0.20(;!) 

Wire-to-Water Efficiency (%) 63 
Primary Substrate (toluene) ($/kg) 0.2(3> 

Electron Acceptor Air/02/H202 ($/Kg) 2.77(4,/1.74(5,/4.0(2) 

Energy costs for blower operation (air) Negligible 
Monitoring Costs Not considered 

(1) Tessier, 1998 
(2) Hopkins, 1996 
(3)McCartyefa/., 1997 
(4) Pool Products Inc., 1997 cost data 
(5) Based on Ohio distributor cost 
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4.4 Running the Program 

In order to use this program, a minimum of a 486, 33 MHz processor, 16 MB RAM, Microsoft 
Windows 95, and Microsoft Excel 95 or later must be available. There must be at least 1.3 MB 
free disk space on the hard drive. The software is user friendly and operates on a "point and 
click" basis using a standard mouse. This section describes how to navigate through the 
program to obtain feasibility and cost data for implementation of aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation at a particular site. It should be noted that the program also provides 
background information and references for the technology, discusses regulatory acceptability, 
and has other information similar to material found elsewhere in this manual. Access to these 
portions of the program is obtained by simple "point and click" procedures. These portions of 
the program are not discussed below. 

Figure 4-1 shows the first screen (Welcome screen) that appears upon opening the software. 
The Welcome screen allows you to review the license agreement, start the program, or close 
the program by clicking on the appropriate box. Additionally, the user may choose to resize the 
viewing area if the default size is larger than the monitor screen size. Click on <START>, and 
the Software Description screen appears (Figure 4-2). This screen provides a brief overview of 
the technology and the program. The only option from this screen is to click on <MAIN MENU>. 
Upon doing so, the Main Menu screen appears (Figure 4-3). 

Figure 4-1. Welcome Screen 
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Figure 4-2. Software Description Screen 
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Figure 4-3. Main Menu Screen 
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There are several choices on the Main Menu, each of which is briefly described on the Main 
Menu screen. The first listed option is to view the basic assumptions made regarding the 
contaminated site and corresponding plume. The assumptions are discussed in Section 4.3 
and Appendix A, which covers the mathematical models developed for the software. 

To begin entering site-specific data so that the program can perform its calculations, choose 
<INPUT PARAMETERS;«. The first Parameter Input screen queries you as to whether the site 
is isotropic or anisotropic, and allows selection from a list of the contaminants present on site 
(Figure 4-4). The user is also prompted to indicate which one of the contaminants is present in 
the highest concentration. Once finished making these selections, the user should click <OK>. 
(To exit this part of the program and return to the main menu, click the <MAIN MENU> button). 

Clicking <OK> will bring the user to the next Parameter Input screen (Figure 4-5). On this 
screen, the user enters the remediation project life (in years), and the interest rate to which 
funds borrowed to complete the project would be subjected. In addition, the following 
information about the contaminated aquifer must be entered: 

• Aquifer thickness (m) 

• Regional gradient (m/m) 

• Plume width (m) 

• Influent concentration (of the chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbon having the highest 
concentration in the plume) (mg/L) 
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Figure 4-4. Parameter Input Screen 1 
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Figure 4-5. Parameter Input Screen 2 
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• Desired effluent concentration (of the chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbon having the 
highest concentration in the plume) (i.e., regulatory cleanup concentration) (mg/L) 

• Distance to the water table (m) 

• Hydraulic conductivity (cm/s) (or at least the geological composition of the aquifer 
material) 

Each entry of a parameter value is made by adjusting a sliding scale of values using the mouse. 
When finished adjusting the input parameters for your site, click <CHECK MY SITE>. This will 
connect the user to the Results screen. The program is designed to notify the user if an 
entered parameter is beyond the range of the software. If this occurs, a message appears on 
the screen stating such. To abort the operation and return to the main menu, click <MAIN 
MENU>. 

The Results screen provides cost estimates for remediating the specified site in terms of dollars 
per kilogram of contaminant removed, dollars per pound of contaminant removed, and dollars 
per year (i.e., annual cost) (Figure 4-6). To get more information about how the cost was 
calculated, click <VIEW DETAILED RESULTS AND COST ASSUMPTIONS>, and the Details 
Screen will appear. Other options available from this screen include <CHANGE INPUT 
PARAMETERS>, <GET MORE INFORMATION;», <WELCOME>, <ABOUT THIS 
SOFTWARE;», and <MAIN MENU>. All of these options have been described or are self- 
explanatory. The user may also select a new single-pass treatment efficiency and recalculate 
costs based on the new efficiency. 

Figure 4-6. Results Screen 
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The Details screen contains a wide range of information and requires the user to scroll down to 
see all of the costs (Figure 4-7). Information provided includes the following: 

• a description of the method used to calculate the cost 
• a pie chart and table showing the distribution of cost 
• a list of assumptions made when calculating cost 
• the program's selected oxygen source and cost associated with alternative oxygen 

sources 

• the number of treatment wells required using the selected and alternative oxygen 
sources 

• the well flow rate (cubic meters/day) 
• the water table draw down due to pumping (m) 

Costs are calculated based on the least expensive of the three potential dissolved oxygen 
sources: air, oxygen gas, and hydrogen peroxide. Following the detailed costs for the selected 
alternative, all three dissolved oxygen sources are compared for feasibility. The comparison 
lists the number of wells required for each alternative; the concentration of primary substrate 
and electron acceptor required per liter of water; and the costs for contaminant removal on a 
per pound or kilogram basis. This feature allows the user to compare the costs of the other two 
dissolved oxygen sources with the least expensive alternative. 

At the top and bottom of the Details screen are button bars enabling the user to return to the 
Main Menu screen (<MAIN MENU>) or the Results screen (<BACK TO COST>). The user can 
step back through previous screens in the program or connect to text screens not described 
here using the button bars present on each screen. 

Though based upon many simplifying assumptions, the screening software allows a user to 
learn more about the technology, as well as helping to determine whether in situ aerobic 
cometabolic bioremediation is appropriate under specified site conditions. If it appears that the 
technology may be appropriate, further study and more detailed design is required. This is 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4-7. Details Screen 
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Figure 4-7. Details Screen (Continued) 
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5. TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION 

This section describes how to implement an aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation system 
based on the full-scale demonstration at Edwards AFB Site 19. Considerations for each step of 
implementation are presented, and sample results from the Edwards AFB site are provided. 
This Section is divided into six subsections: Microcosm Studies (Section 5.1), System Design 
(Section 5.2), System Monitoring and Testing (Section 5.3), System Start Up (Section 5.4), 
System Operation (Section 5.5) and Cost (Section 5.6). 

5.1  Microcosm Studies 

Once it has been determined through application of the screening software that aerobic 
cometabolic in situ bioremediation may be an appropriate technology for the site, further 
investigation is necessary to verify the feasibility of the technology. Along with physico- 
chemical, geological, and hydrological parameters, the feasibility of a given contaminated site to 
undergo in situ bioremediation is dependent on the capacity of the indigenous microbial 
population to degrade the compound(s) of interest given the appropriate stimulating conditions. 
The biodegradation potential of a specific organic contaminant at a given site needs to 
be determined prior to design and construction of a treatment system, generally through 
laboratory studies. Such studies have shown that depending on site geochemistry, nutrients 
(e.g. nitrate and phosphate) may need to be supplied to the indigenous microorganisms so that 
they can metabolize the primary substrate. When considering which laboratory studies to apply 
in order to simulate biodegradation potential, it is critical to ask whether laboratory test 
conditions are applicable and comparable to processes that will occur in the field. 

A commonly selected lab microcosm for simulating aquifer natural processes is a glass column 
containing aquifer material. However, over the past several years at Stanford University, 
column microcosms were found to have several limitations. First, disturbed aquifer material 
when placed in laboratory columns exerts an oxygen demand much greater than experienced in 
the field, thus limiting the concentration of primary substrate that can be added because of 
oxygen limitations. Second, small columns were found most desirable for use because of 
limited aquifer material availability, the desire to test many different conditions at a time, and the 
necessity to operate columns under aseptic conditions. However, the desire for small 
microcosms limits the amount of sample available for analysis. Third, sorption of chlorinated 
solvents to aquifer material is a significant phenomena, and because of the high solids to water 
ratio in columns, a very long time is then needed to reach steady-state operation where 
biodegradation potential can best be evaluated (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 1997). 

In order to solve the above problems and yet maintain the advantage of a small microcosm, it is 
useful to develop a semi-continuous slurry microcosm system. Stanford University researchers 
demonstrated the value of this method by developing a slurry microcosm using uncontaminated 
soil from the Moffett Federal Airfield test site, where TCE was efficiently biodegraded in situ by 
aerobic cometabolism in the presence of phenol or toluene. Removal efficiencies of TCE and 
the primary substrate consumption ratios of oxygen to the primary substrate and the oxygenase 
enzyme induced in the slurry microcosm were similar to field results found during pilot scale 
testing of the technology at Moffett Federal Airfield (Hopkins and McCarty, 1995). The slurry 
method was then applied to evaluate the TCE degradation potential for aquifer material and 
groundwater from the Edwards AFB where full-scale application was contemplated. One main 
difference between the slurry microcosm method and both the column approach and field 
conditions is the lower solids to liquid ratio in the slurry microcosm. Jenal-Wanner and McCarty 
(1997) studied the effect of this difference using duplicate microcosms with 2 millimeter (mm) 
glass beads for increased surface area for microbial attachment and microcosms with 
increased aquifer material.   The results of this comparison revealed no differences in TCE 
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removal, suggesting that the low solids/liquid ratio of the slurry approach had no negative 
impact on TCE removal. Another advantage of the slurry approach over the column microcosm 
is that slurry microcosms can readily be sampled for total biomass concentration 
determinations, an analysis that is exceedingly difficult with column microcosms. The 
application of the slurry method to the Moffett Federal Airfield test site and the Edwards AFB 
site for preliminary evaluation of the technology's applicability will serve as the primary model 
for development of a semi-continuous slurry microcosm system. Because this method is a 
specialized procedure not typically run in a commercial laboratory, refer to university 
laboratories such as Oregon State University to have a slurry microcosm study conducted. 

The first step in developing the slurry microcosm is to obtain aquifer material from the site. A 
soil boring should be performed in a representative region of the aquifer. At the Edwards AFB 
site, cores of 15 cm length and 5 cm diameter were collected from four different depths: 10.4 m, 
12.2 m, 14.3 m, and 20m. Each core cap is removed and the top 20 mm of aquifer material is 
removed aseptically. Then a 4 cm diameter sterile steel cylinder is driven into the remaining 
core. The aquifer material is scraped from the cylinder into a sterile glass bottle. Aquifer 
materials are manually mixed with 100 mL of filter-sterilized groundwater to achieve uniformity. 
The mixture is then equally distributed between eight sterile, 65 mL screw cap glass bottles, 
which are then filled with filter-sterilized oxygen-saturated groundwater. The microcosms are 
capped with Teflon-lined silicon septa and open-hole screw caps. 

Eight microcosms are prepared with aquifer material from each of four depths for a total of 32 
microcosms. Triplicate microcosms from each depth are fed phenol, a second triplicate set 
receives toluene, duplicate microcosms are not fed a primary substrate, and two control 
microcosms contain no aquifer material and are exchanged with groundwater containing only 
TCE and dissolved oxygen. Additional triplicate sets can be used to evaluate other potential 
primary substrates. Differences in TCE removal between triplicate microcosms for each 
substrate and aquifer depth should also be evaluated. Edwards AFB microcosms showed 
significant variation between depths, which may reflect differences in TCE removal ability of 
dominant organisms at each depth. 

The next step in the slurry development process is incubation of the microcosms. Both phenol 
and toluene should be used as primary substrates for comparison. It should be noted that in 
both Moffett Federal Airfield and Edwards AFB microcosms, toluene ortho-monooxygenase was 
the dominant TCE-oxidizing enzyme present. However, due to varying site conditions, either 
substrate may be optimal at a given site. At the beginning of each incubation period, 300 (J.L of 
a 19 millimole (mM) phenol stock solution and 700 [iL of a 6 mM toluene stock solution 
(toluene-saturated Milli-Q-water) are added to the respective microcosms. In order to avoid 
possible substrate toxicity, both spikes should be added in three separate pulses within the first 
12 h of an incubation period, i.e., 3x100 uL for phenol, and 1x300 |j.L and 2x200 |i.L for toluene. 
This pulse approach was found to be critical in the Moffett Federal Airfield microcosm, where 
TCE removal declined from 90% to 40% when the total mass of phenol was added in a single 
spike. The necessity of three successive pulses is a disadvantage of the slurry approach and 
may be related to the toxicity of the primary substrates. Such a toxicity problem does not exist 
significantly in the field or in column microcosms, perhaps because bacteria in micropores are 
not exposed to the higher concentrations. All microcosms are spiked at each period with 20 |iL 
of a 1 mM TCE stock solution (TCE-saturated Milli-Q-water). Microcosms are inverted in the 
dark at 20°C on a rotating shaker at 180 rpm. 

During incubation microcosms are sampled for measurement of dissolved oxygen, primary 
substrate, and TCE analyses before and after each incubation period. In the Edwards AFB 
microcosm, dissolved oxygen concentration was above air saturation, which is the likely result 
of the slurry method. Because TCE and toluene are volatile, a special procedure is used to 
spike and sample the microcosms. The open-hole screw caps are removed from microcosms 
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without displacing the septa. The amount of sample needed is pulled from the bottles by 
inserting the needle of a precision syringe between the septum and the rim of the bottles into 
the culture liquid. Sample volumes removed are carefully replaced immediately with sterile 
groundwater in order to prevent formation of a head space. Toluene, phenol, and TCE are 
added the same way, except that prior to their addition, the liquid volume of the microcosms is 
reduced by the volume of the primary substrate spikes to be added in order to prevent 
overflowing. 

There are three primary rate coefficients needed for the biological model discussed earlier. 
These include the bacterial yield coefficient from primary substrate utilization Y (mg/mg), the 
organism decay rate b (d1), and the contaminant utilization rate K' (L/mg cell-d). The yield 
value Y can be taken from the biomass yield estimates from oxygen consumption during 
microcosm start-up, which for Edwards AFB were 0.77 and 0.59 g biomass/g substrate for 
toluene and phenol, respectively. No information is available from these analyses for the decay 
coefficient b, but typically it lies between 0.1/d and 0.2/d (Lang, 1995). The contaminant 
utilization rate K' (L/mg cell-d) is estimated as the ratio of the maximum contaminant 
consumption rate (M contaminant/M Cell - T) to the contaminant half-saturation constant (M/L3) 
(K' = K2/Ks2). These values are based upon an estimate of active biomass concentration (Xa). 
Examples of contaminant utilization rates for several contaminants is given in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1. Contaminant Utilization Rates 

Contaminant 
Contaminant Utilization Rate K' 

(L/mg cell-d) 
trichloroethylene (TCE) 0.07a 

trans-dichloroethylene (trans-DCE) 0.25b 

cis-dichloroethylene (cis-DCE) 0.035b 

vinyl chloride (VC) 0.25b 

a. Jenal-Wamer and McCarty, 1997 
b. Semprini and McCarty, 1991 

A number of inter-relationships should be evaluated based on the results of the slurry 
microcosm system to determine the physiological requirements of the microbial population in 
the aquifer material and groundwater, including oxygen availability, substrate addition and 
concentration, nutrient sufficiency, and the necessity for physical support. The effect of 
dissolved oxygen on phenol/toluene consumption rate can be studied with duplicate 
microcosms amended with groundwater containing 0.12 mM phenol and four different initial 
dissolved oxygen concentrations (0.3, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 mM). The Moffett Federal Airfield 
microcosm dissolved oxygen requirement for phenol was found to be 0.59± 0.04mM or 4.9 mol 
dissolved oxygen per mol phenol. Because some substrate is diverted for organism synthesis, 
the oxygen demand of control microcosms not containing phenol was first subtracted for this 
evaluation. Higher dissolved oxygen concentrations had no inhibiting effect on phenol 
degradation. However, when dissolved oxygen dropped below air-saturation (0.29 mM), phenol 
degradation rate decreased. 

To evaluate the effect of phenol/toluene concentration, duplicate microcosms with oxygen 
saturated groundwater (1 mM) are incubated at four different initial phenol/toluene 
concentrations (0.06, 0.10, 0.17, and 0.22 mM). Oxygen-saturated conditions in the Moffett 
Federal Airfield microcosm were insufficient for oxidation of 0.22 mM phenol, thus 0.17 mM 
phenol was the highest concentration used in subsequent studies. To evaluate nutrient 
sufficiency in aquifer material and groundwater, it is suggested that nitrate, phosphate, 
magnesium sulfate and a mixture of trace elements be added to separate microcosms, 
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respectively. With the Moffett Federal Airfield field system, no nutrient or buffer addition was 
necessary since these supplements did not increase TCE removal or dissolved oxygen 
consumption rates compared to non-amended microcosms. However, this might not always be 
the case and must be evaluated for each site of interest. The lack of sufficient nitrogen in soil 
has been shown to impair biodegradation of toluene (Hopkins, et al., 1993) and phenol 
(Roberts, era/., 1989). 

Aerobic TCE biodegradation was successfully stimulated in the semi-continuous batch 
microcosms by addition of either toluene or phenol as primary substrates in both Moffett 
Federal Airfield and Edwards AFB microcosms. TCE and primary substrate removal 
efficiencies, oxygen to primary substrate ratios, and oxygenase enzyme expression were all 
reasonably similar between the two studies. The average percentage of TCE removed 
correlated well with primary substrate concentrations. Oxygen demand was essentially 
identical, and the dominant oxygenase appeared to be toluene ortho-monooxygenase in both 
studies. 

It should be noted that there were some noticeable differences in performance with Edwards 
AFB aquifer material taken from different depths. The shallowest sample (10.4 m) and deepest 
sample (20.0 m) approached steady-state faster and provided higher TCE removals (98 to 100 
percent) with both phenol and toluene than samples from the intermediate depths (12.2 m and 
14.3 m), which provided TCE removals in the 87 to 94 percent range. These differences likely 
result from differences in the bacteria that come into dominance at the respective depths. The 
actual TCE degrading capability of a given mixed population that happens to develop in one 
aquifer sample is thus likely to differ greatly from another. This should reinforce the importance 
of taking samples at multiple depths for evaluation, and is why microcosm studies are highly 
desirable before instigating aquifer remediation by cometabolism. 

5.2 System Design 

5.2.1 Primary Substrate Selection 

The choice of primary substrate to use depends first upon results from preliminary laboratory 
studies specific to the site. Prior studies (Hopkins and McCarty, 1995; Jenal-Wanner and 
McCarty, 1997) have shown that efficient TCE cometabolism can be obtained with either phenol 
or toluene. Methane, the original substrate used in the Moffett Federal Airfield studies, was 
demonstrated to be far less effective in degrading both TCE and c-DCE (this is why it is not 
recommended as a possible alternative). (Note: Although methane is used in alternative system 
designs such as the one developed at the Savannah River Site [SRS] [see Section 7.3], that 
design combines cometabolism with air stripping, and cometabolism accounts for only about 
25.5% of contaminant loss [SRS, 1998].) Other compounds shown to promote cometabolism 
by microorganisms include propane (Wackett et al., 1989), ethylene and propene (Hartmans et 
al., 1992; Ensign et al., 1992; Roberts et al. 1989), cresol (Nelson et al., 1988), ammonia 
(Arciero et al. 1989; Rasche et al., 1991), isoprene (Ewers et al., 1991) and isopropyl benzene 
(Dabrock et al., 1992). However, the effectiveness of these compounds for promoting 
cometabolism has not been demonstrated in the field. The optimal substrate may vary based 
on hydrogeology, indigenous microbial populations, and other site-specific characteristics. It is 
therefore important to carefully consider results from the slurry microcosm studies for your site 
in order to weigh the relative effectiveness of each substrate. 

Recent microbiological studies have given cause for carefully considering another factor when 
choosing a primary substrate. Mars et al. (1998) point out that, because cometabolism of 
CAHs provides no energy for microorganisms and may produce cytotoxic byproducts, those 
organisms that degrade primary substrate but do not cometabolize TCE will be selected for 
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under substrate limiting conditions (i.e., conditions used during operation of a treatment 
system). Indeed, their laboratory study demonstrated the negative effect of cometabolic 
degradation of TCE on the competitive behavior of toluene-degrading microorganisms that 
transform TCE. Moreover, Munakata-Marr et al. (1997) reported a gradual decline in the 
breakdown of TCE in phenol-fed microcosms containing aquifer material from the Moffett 
Federal Airfield site, while degradation of phenol remained complete. Although Fries et al. 
(1997) found a large variety in the capacity of toluene- and phenol-degrading microorganisms 
isolated from the Moffett Federal Airfield site to transform TCE, they anticipated that organisms 
that do not degrade TCE will take over the population. This information led Mars et al. (1998) 
to propose o-cresol as an alternative to toluene and phenol, because it can be degraded only 
by enzymes that also convert TCE and there are no known alternative pathways. (There are at 
least five pathways for the degradation of toluene, each involving a different oxygenase 
enzyme). o-Cresol is degraded by the same toluene monooxygenase found in organisms that 
dominated the TCE-contaminated Moffett Federal Airfield (Shields etal., 1991). 

For the purposes of this manual, we will consider only the use of either phenol or toluene. If 
microcosm studies demonstrate comparable effectiveness of both phenol and toluene, there 
are several factors to consider when deciding between the two. Both phenol and toluene are 
relatively inexpensive chemicals. In addition to cost, toluene offers several advantages over 
phenol as a primary substrate. Toluene, a component of gasoline and a naturally produced 
organic chemical, is a common groundwater contaminant and already is present at many 
contaminated sites. Based on toxicological data, a maximum contaminant level (MCL) for 
toluene in drinking water of 14.3 mg/L was recommended (Lederer, 1995). The USEPA, taking 
a more conservative approach, has promulgated both a health-based MCL and a maximum 
contaminant level goal (MCLG) for toluene of 1 mg/L (Pontius, 1993). Phenol, which is rarely 
found in water at levels where health effects would be anticipated, has had no MCLG 
established, though toxicological data suggest that to avoid health risks, drinking water 
concentrations should not exceed 3.5 mg/L (Lederer, 1995). Considering aesthetics, toluene 
has an odor threshold of 24 |xg/L and a taste threshold of 120 to 160 u.g/L (Alexander et al., 
1982). Phenol has odor and taste thresholds of 1,000 and 100 |o.g/L, respectively (World Health 
Organization, 1984). However, phenol is a particular problem since it reacts during chlorination 
to form chlorophenols which have extremely low taste and odor thresholds below 1 ng/L. In 
addition, pentachlorophenol and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol are probable human carcinogens 
(USEPA, 1993). Because of this, the World Health Organization recommends that the total 
phenol content be below 1 |j.g/L for water to be chlorinated, and the European Drinking Water 
Standard for phenol is set at 0.5 ug/L (World Health Organization, 1984). Thus, although 
phenol and toluene are similar from a health-effects perspective, the facts that toluene has an 
established MCLG, does not create taste and odor problems at concentrations below 24 |ig/L, 
and is not a precursor to probable carcinogens when chlorinated, make it more attractive as a 
primary substrate. Another factor of importance is that toluene can be air stripped from 
groundwater while phenol cannot. This property could be important if it is found, after adding 
the primary substrate to the groundwater, its degradation is inadequate and it has to be 
removed. Additionally, toluene is a liquid which can be pump-fed neat to the treatment system. 

Both field and laboratory studies at Edwards AFB have indicated that as long as adequate 
dissolved oxygen was present, toluene concentrations near 1 u.g/L could be obtained from 
toluene biodegradation in the treatment system (McCarty et al., 1998). This concentration is 
more than an order of magnitude below the taste and odor threshold, and several orders of 
magnitude below the drinking water MCLG. Again, this may or may not be the case at the site 
under consideration and should be determined based on studies specific to your site. 
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5.2.2 Primary Substrate Concentration 

The primary substrate concentration is the amount of "food" provided to the microorganisms. 
There is a minimum concentration of primary substrate required to stimulate growth. Beyond 
this minimum concentration an increase in primary substrate increases the "single pass" 
treatment efficiency up to a point. However, due to competition between the primary substrate 
and the target contaminant for the active site on the enzyme, too much primary substrate can 
decrease the efficiency of the system. One should note that the simplified biological model 
presented in this document (see equations (A.4)-(A.6) in Appendix A.1) does not account for 
competitive inhibition (Christ, 1997), though the model may be used to approximate the bounds 
of the single-pass treatment efficiency for a given primary substrate concentration. Microcosm 
studies, such as those described in Section 5.1, should be used to determine the optimum 
primary substrate concentration. Recall from Section 5.1 that duplicate microcosms with 
oxygen saturated groundwater are incubated at four different phenol/toluene concentrations to 
determine the effect of substrate concentration. Based upon the Moffett Federal Airfield results 
(Hopkins and McCarty, 1995) and microcosm studies (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 1997), a 
time-averaged toluene concentration of 7 to 15 mg/L was proposed at Edwards AFB to achieve 
on the order of 90 percent TCE destruction with each pass through a circulation well. 

A strategy of injecting in pure toluene for 30 minute pulses every 8 hours was used in the 
Moffett Federal Airfield and Edwards AFB studies. It should be emphasized that the primary 
substrate concentration discussed in the previous paragraph and in the biological model of 
Appendix A.1 is a time-averaged concentration. Thus, the actual concentration of primary 
substrate introduced for 30 minutes every eight hours is 16 times greater than the time- 
averaged concentration. This pulsing strategy helped distribute the toluene more uniformly 
through the aquifer, thereby reducing microbial clogging potential at the well screens. It also 
helped reduce the effects of competitive inhibition, where TCE degradation rate is reduced 
when primary substrate and TCE are simultaneously present. The design for the Edwards AFB 
evaluation also incorporated the toluene concentration and pulsing strategies used at Moffett 
Federal Airfield, with allowance for changes to compensate for site-specific conditions. 

5.2.3 Oxygen Introduction 

As noted previously, oxygen is the electron acceptor needed to stimulate microbial growth. 
There are three sources of dissolved oxygen that may be used: (1) air; (2) molecular oxygen; 
(3) hydrogen peroxide. The screening program discussed in Section 4 has been run for various 
"typical" scenarios and has shown that oxygen gas is most often the best (least expensive) 
source of dissolved oxygen. Air is rarely selected as the oxygen source since it supplies such 
low concentrations of electron acceptor. Hydrogen peroxide, due to its cost ($4.00 per kg or 
$1.80 per lb), is normally only selected when the effluent concentration is specified at a very low 
level so that high "single-pass" efficiencies are required. However, hydrogen peroxide may be 
needed to alleviate the problem of bioclogging, the preferential growth of microorganisms near 
the injection well where nutrients are most abundant (Taylor et a/.,. 1993). This preferential 
growth can cause the injection well to become partially clogged with biomass. Injected 
hydrogen peroxide enters the subsurface in the bioclogged zone in concentrations high enough 
to be toxic to the microorganisms responsible for the bioclogging. As the hydrogen peroxide 
migrates away from the well it hydrolyzes, providing valuable oxygen to the in situ system ( 
Hopkins and McCarty, 1995; McCarty era/., 1998). 

Recall from the discussion in Section 5.2.2 that based upon the Moffett Federal Airfield results 
(Hopkins and McCarty, 1995) and microcosm studies (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 1997), a 
time-averaged toluene concentration of 7 to 15 mg/L was proposed at Edwards AFB to achieve 
on the order of 90 percent TCE destruction with each pass through the BAZ. Theoretically, 9 
moles of oxygen are required for complete oxidation of a mole of toluene, with actual oxygen 
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requirements being about 6 mol/mol as a portion of the toluene is synthesized into bacterial 
cells. This translates into a minimum requirement of about 2.1 g oxygen per g toluene or up to 
31 mg/L dissolved oxygen for 15 mg/L toluene using equation (A.7), Appendix A.1. 

Some additional oxygen is needed beyond this to ensure aerobic conditions are maintained and 
to satisfy potential background oxygen demanding materials in the aquifer. Thus, 30-40 mg/L of 
dissolved oxygen was required at Edwards AFB to support the planned aerobic cometabolism 
(Hopkins and McCarty, 1995; McCarty et al., 1998), and this was substantiated through the 
microcosm studies (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 1997). Either oxygen gas or hydrogen 
peroxide had been used as an oxygen source at Moffett Federal Airfield. It may be 
advantageous initially to add only oxygen gas because of the potential bactericidal properties of 
hydrogen peroxide. Once an active population is developed, hydrogen peroxide might then be 
used as an additional source of oxygen, which could also later help to suppress potential 
microbial clogging near the well screens due to these same bactericidal properties (Hopkins 
and McCarty, 1995). Additionally, due to hydrogen peroxide's solubility in water, higher 
dissolved concentrations could be achieved than through use of pure oxygen alone. 

5.2.4 Treatment Well Number, Locations, and Pumping Rates 

Making certain simplifying assumptions, Christ (1997) derived an analytical solution which 
permits determination of an overall treatment efficiency and capture zone width for a system of 
N injection and extraction wells arranged in a line on the x-axis of a coordinate system. N is an 
even number, and the well with the smallest (most negative) x-value is an extraction well. 
Injection and extraction wells alternate, each separated by a distance 2d from its neighbor. 
Steady groundwater flow with a Darcy velocity U in a homogeneous isotropic aquifer with a 
constant thickness (B) is assumed. The regional flow makes an angle a with the positive x-axis 
(measured counterclockwise from the x-axis). If we define the total interflow ratio (lT) as the 
flow through all extraction wells that originated in injection wells divided by the flow through a 
single extraction well (note from the definition of IAVG in Appendix A that IT=IAVG*N/2), Christ 
(1997) derives the following equation: 

(6) / _K_IiZli. 
K' h~2      QIB 
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where 

Q     = Extraction/injection rate [L3"!"1] 
y/i     = Stream function evaluated at stagnation point associated with 

left most extraction well (extraction well at location with the 
minimum x-value) [L2T1] 

y/2    = Stream function evaluated at stagnation point associated with 
right most injection well (injection well at location with the 
maximum x-value) [L2T1] 

B      = Aquifer thickness [L] 
N     = Total number of treatment wells (injection plus extraction) 

Stagnation point locations and the value of the stream function at the stagnation points may be 
determined using standard methods (e.g., Christ, 1997; Javandel era/., 1984). The values of 
yi and y/2 are a function of the distance between wells (2d), the Darcy velocity of uniform 
regional flow (U), well pumping rates (Q), aquifer thickness (B), the angle between the direction 
of regional flow and the x-axis (a), and the total number of wells (N). 

Once the total interflow ratio for the treatment system is known, the capture zone width can be 
calculated using the following equation (Christ, 1997): 

(7) CW.£ 
N 

7-'' 
and by mass balance, the efficiency of the entire N-well treatment system (T|) can also be 
calculated: 

(8) n =        11sp C<"" = (1~Tfa»X1-/Avg) 
l-Wl-ifep) Cin     \-IAVG(\-r]SP) 

where 
IAVG  =   the average interflow ratio = 2* lT/N 
TISP   =   the single-pass treatment efficiency (calculated from equations (5)-(6)) 
Cout   =   contaminant concentration downgradient of the treatment system 

[ML/3] 
Cin    =   contaminant concentration upgradient of the treatment system [ML"3] 
ri      =   overall treatment efficiency = 1 - Cout/ Q, in 

Note that this equation applies only to an N co-linear well system of single screened injection 
and extraction wells operating in a single confined aquifer. For a system of dual screened 
groundwater circulation wells (GCW) operating in two aquifers as in the Edwards AFB 
demonstration, or for a GCW system operating in a single aquifer where short circuiting 
between well screens is possible, more complex equations are required (see Christ, 1997: 
Chapter 3, equations 35a through 36b). Even more complex scenarios (wells that are not co- 
linear, heterogeneous conditions, etc.) must be modeled numerically. 

One specific scenario that may be worth discussing is the case where multiple rows of 
treatment wells in series are emplaced. In this case, if we assume all treatment well rows 
reduce contaminant concentration equally, the overall treatment efficiency for M treatment well 
rows in series will be: 

(9) 77=1- 
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where Cu and Cd are the contaminant concentrations upgradient and downgradient, respectively, 
of a single treatment well row. As may be seen from equation (9), it is possible to obtain very 
high overall treatment efficiencies using treatment well rows in series. 

The goal of the flow modeling is to calculate a value for the capture zone width (CZW) and the 
average interflow ratio (UVG). IAVG can then be used, in conjunction with the value of the single- 
pass treatment efficiency (r|Sp) calculated using the biological model and/or microcosm study 
results, to determine an overall treatment efficiency (r|). Then, knowing the plume width (PW) 
and the required overall treatment efficiency of the bioremediation system (T|Req), it is possible to 
determine whether the specified treatment system attains design goals. Figure 5-1 shows how 
a system can be designed following this procedure. 

Figure 5-1. Flow Diagram for System Design 

Gather hydrogeological, biological, and 
geological, chemical, physical data 

I 
Select Model Parameters: 

N, CD, 2d, a, Q 

I 
M0 

Check Q < Qmax using equation (A.8) 

Calculate: 
CA using equation (A.7) 

"H Required (based on contaminant 
concentration and regulatory limit) 

CZW using equation (7) 
TiSp using equation (A.5-A.6) 

ri using equation (8 or 9) 

DONE 
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After initial data have been collected through a site investigation and microcosm study, 
reasonable values for engineering parameters (decision variables) can be selected and the 
variables which depend on these parameters can be calculated. These calculated variables 
can then be used to determine whether the current design meets the design constraints. Once 
a parameter set which meets the design constraints is found, this represents a solution to the 
problem (Christ 1997). It should be recognized that while there may be several solutions to the 
problem, the true optimal point is obtained when both the desired overall treatment efficiency is 
obtained and the cost of the treatment system is minimized. Calculation of cost is discussed in 
Section 5.6. 

5.2.5 Impact of Hydraulic Conductivity Anisotropy 

The design scheme outlined above is intended primarily for remediating a single isotropic 
aquifer with conventional injection/extraction treatment wells screened throughout the thickness 
of the aquifer. However, the two-dimensional analytical model was also shown to agree quite 
well with field data from the Edwards AFB site (Christ, 1997), where a GCW system in two 
aquifers was installed. This was in large part due to the anisotropic conditions at the site 
preventing flow in the vertical direction, which allowed each aquifer to be treated as an 
individual unit. However, vertical flow can be a significant factor if a dual-screen well design is 
to be implemented at sites where there is no aquitard separating the two screened sections of 
the treatment wells. Graphical presentations of the different ways in which a treatment system 
may be implemented under isotropic and anisotropic conditions are given in Section 5.2.6. 

Christ (1997) investigated the implications of flow in the vertical direction on treatment efficiency 
using a numerical model (MODFLOW) which allows for anisotropic conditions and multiple 
screened wells in a single aquifer. The Edwards AFB scenario was modeled with a vertical 
hydraulic conductivity (Kv) that varied from 0 cm/s (aquitard present - two dimensional flow 
assumed) to 3.4x10 cm/s (isotropic conditions). Thus, the anisotropy ratio (Kv/Kh) was varied 
to determine how vertical flow affected the degree of treatment. Figure 5-2 shows the mass of 
TCE degraded per day as a function of the anisotropy. 

Figure 5-2. TCE Degradation Versus Anisotropy Ratio 

Kv/Kh 

Notice that where Kv/Kh = 0 (aquiclude present), the TCE degradation rate is the highest. The 
amount of TCE degraded decreases as the system becomes more isotropic.  As vertical flow 
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becomes easier, there is more short-circuiting between screens in a single well, and less 
treatment. In fact, when Kv/Kh = 0.3 all of the water being extracted by the pumping well is either 
originating in the injection screen of the same well or in the injection screen of the second 
treatment well. This means the system has become closed and the capture zone width has 
become zero. All of the water in the system is being treated to 0 \ig/L, but no new water is 
being brought into the system. Thus, for the Edwards AFB parameters, the horizontal hydraulic 
conductivity must be at least about 10 times greater than the vertical hydraulic conductivity for 
the system to work effectively. 

Before selecting a circulation well system for a single aquifer, then, it is important to consider 
the anisotropy ratio. The modeling of the Edwards AFB site above indicated that an anisotropy 
ratio greater than 0.1 may render the GCW system ineffective. For sites with higher anisotropy 
ratios, it is advisable to use a single-screened well, conventional injection/extraction system. If 
a GCW system is selected for a relatively isotropic aquifer, increasing the distance between 
screens in the treatment wells or decreasing the distance between wells can help to improve 
the effectiveness of treatment (Christ, 1997). 

5.2.6 Technology Design and Construction 

Construction of the bioremediation system will start with treatment and monitoring well 
installation. The treatment well type (circulation or injection/extraction), the orientation of 
treatment wells with respect to regional groundwater flow (regional flow angle), the number of 
wells, and the well spacing should have already been determined during the design phase. In 
addition to the treatment wells, a system of monitoring wells must also be installed, which serve 
to evaluate the ongoing effectiveness of the treatment system. The study at Edwards AFB 
utilized a well diameter of 20 cm for the treatment wells, while a 5 cm diameter was used for the 
surrounding monitoring wells. The required number and placement of monitoring wells will 
depend on site hydrogeology and on regulatory concerns. The governing regulatory authority 
may require monitoring wells along the boundary of the site, both up gradient and down 
gradient of regional flow to ensure that primary substrate (e.g. toluene) concentrations do not 
exceed some minimum threshold and to evaluate treatment effectiveness. 

Figure 5-3 shows a conceptual depiction of the technology in plan view. The system consists of 
at least two treatment wells (one pumping and one injection) situated perpendicular to regional 
groundwater flow. The pumping well draws contaminated groundwater out of the aquifer. The 
injection well introduces the drawn groundwater, primary substrate, and electron acceptor to the 
aquifer. The treatment system is implemented down gradient of a contaminant plume and acts 
to intercept dissolved phase CAHs, degrading the compounds in situ as well as preventing 
migration further downgradient. 

Figures 5-4 and 5-5 display methods of implementing the technology based on site geology. 
Details on the operation of these systems are presented in Section 5-5. Figure 5-4 represents 
a site that has an semi-confining layer present as is the case at Edwards AFB. The figure 
depicts a system of two GCW, each screened in both the upper and lower aquifers. The first 
treatment well withdraws contaminated groundwater from the upper aquifer and discharges it 
into the lower aquifer after mixing (inside the well with static mixers) with primary substrate and 
oxygen. The second treatment well does the reverse, withdrawing from the lower aquifer and 
discharging into the upper. Thus, water circulates between the two aquifers. Highly anisotropic 
conditions can use this design. (Anisotropic conditions will be considered to exist when the 
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Figure 5-3. Conceptual Plan View of Aerobic Cometabolic In Situ Bioremediation 

vertical hydraulic conductivity divided by horizontal hydraulic conductivity is less than 0.1). 
Figure 5-5 represents a GCW system at a site that does not have an aquitard and is isotropic. 
Some short-circuiting may occur between screens in a single well using this design in a single 
aquifer. The design shown in Figure 5-6 is more appropriate for single aquifers where relatively 
isotropic    conditions    exist. This    figure    presents    conventional,    single-screened 
injection/extraction wells. The extraction well pumps the contaminated water to the surface for 
amendment with primary substrate and oxygen, and the injection well discharges the mixture 
back into the aquifer. Note that short-circuiting is eliminated through this design. 

The treatment and monitoring well system layout used at Edwards AFB in the field 
demonstration is presented in Figure 5-7. T1 and T2 are dual-screened treatment wells 
operating in the downflow and upflow modes, respectively (see Figure 5-4). The extensive 
monitoring system used here was to obtain sufficient data that would permit definitive 
conclusions about system effectiveness, and would generally not be needed in the typical 
treatment system. Each of the nested monitoring locations (N1 through N14) has two 5-cm 
diameter monitoring wells, each screened in a different aquifer. At the center of the site, C-U is 
a 10 cm diameter monitoring well screened in the upper aquifer, while C-L is a 10 cm well 
screened in the lower aquifer. Surrounding the site are four 10 cm diameter "compass point" 
wells, located 15 m from the site center, approximately to the north, south, east, and west. The 
north, south, and west wells each allow groundwater samples to be obtained from both the 
upper and lower aquifers, while the east well, which was the first well constructed at the site, 
can only be sampled in the upper aquifer. These compass point wells were installed to meet 
regulatory concerns and to provide further monitoring information for evaluating treatment 
effectiveness. It was proposed that toluene concentrations not exceed 20 (xg/L at these 
locations, a concentration below the taste and odor threshold. Thus, altogether at the site, there 
are 41 sampling locations: the two treatment wells, which can each be sampled in the upper 
and lower aquifers, the 14 nested monitoring locations, each of which can be sampled in both 
aquifers, three compass point wells that can be sampled in both aquifers, a fourth compass 
point well that can only be sampled in the upper aquifer, and the two wells at the center of the 
site (McCarty et a/., 1998). 
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Figure 5-4. Aerobic Cometabolic In Situ Bioremediation - Implementation 
Under Anisotropie Conditions 

Note 1: Direction of groundwater flow is "into" the page. 
Note 2: This figure represents a site that has a low-permeability layer present. Highly anisotropic 

conditions can use this design. 

Figure 5-5. Aerobic Cometabolic In Situ Bioremediation - Implementation 
Under Isotropie Conditions 
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Note: Direction of groundwater flow is "into" the page. 
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Figure 5-6. Aerobic Cometabolic In Situ Bioremediation - Implementation Under 
Isotropie Conditions with Injection/Extraction Wells 
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Figure 5-7. Plan View of Treatment Area with Locations of Treatment and 
Monitoring Wells at Edwards AFB 
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The subsurface recirculation system at Edwards AFB serves as a good example of treatment 
well construction. The GCW system, consisting of two treatment wells as illustrated in Figure 5- 
4, was constructed after the circulation wells described by Herrling et al. (1991) and McCarty 
and Semprini (1993). Each treatment well was screened at two depths. Based upon the 
results of the aquifer testing and model studies, a flowrate of 38 L/min (10 gpm) at each 
treatment well was selected because this should be obtainable without excessive drawdown in 
the upper aquifer or pressure change in the lower aquifer (no more than 5 m total hydraulic 
head change). A submersible pump that could deliver this flowrate was installed between the 
two screens of each well to draw TCE contaminated water into the well at one of the screened 
intervals. The primary substrate and oxygen source were introduced into the well through feed 
lines, and mixed into the TCE-contaminated water using two 2.54-cm diameter Model 100 812 
static mixers placed in series in the treatment well (TAH Industries, Inc., Robinsville, NJ). The 
groundwater, containing a mixture of TCE, primary substrate, and oxygen, was discharged into 
the aquifer from the second screened interval. An in situ bioactive treatment zone was thus 
created in the aquifer around the discharge screen of each treatment well. One treatment well 
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withdraws groundwater from the upper aquifer and discharges it into the lower aquifer, while the 
other treatment well does the reverse. Thus, water is caused to circulate between the two 
aquifers. Water is never brought to the surface, with the attendant savings in pumping cost and 
treatment and disposal requirements (McCarty etal., 1998). 

If it is determined that a single-screened injection/extraction system is more appropriate for the 
site, then the treatment wells will have only one screen per well, with one well extracting 
contaminated water while the other well injects the water after mixture with primary substrate 
and oxygen source. In this case, the groundwater must be brought to the surface for 
amendment with primary substrate and oxygen. The pump and static mixers will remain 
aboveground, and feed lines into the well for primary substrate and oxygen introduction are 
unnecessary (see Figure 5-6). 

5.3 System Monitoring and Testing 

5.3.1 Monitoring System 

The following system monitoring equipment, as described by McCarty etal. (1998) was used at 
Edwards AFB for the two-well groundwater circulation system to fully demonstrate system 
performance. Such extensive monitoring with near real-time data analysis can be expensive, 
but would not generally be required for a normal treatment system. Probably only a few 
monitoring wells strategically placed with weekly to monthly or even less frequent sampling and 
analysis would generally be sufficient. 

An automated sampling and analysis platform (ASAP, Analytical and Remedial Technology, 
Inc., Milpitas, California) with 28 sample ports was connected directly to submersible Grundfos 
Rediflo-2 pumps placed in the treatment wells and in selected monitoring wells that were to be 
monitored most frequently. The remaining 13 monitoring well locations (the compass point 
wells, N1 to N3 upper aquifer wells, and N12 to N14 lower aquifer wells) were manually 
connected to the ASAP system with Grundfos pumps as needed. The ASAP incorporates an 
interface module used to control the Grundfos pumps for purging a total of approximately 200 
liters from the sample wells and providing a representative groundwater sample to the ASAP 
system. The excess extracted groundwater was filtered and returned to the subsurface through 
treatment well T1. 

The ASAP allows continuous, near real-time sampling of approximately 30 samples per day 
using modules to process aqueous sample aliquots for introduction into attached analytical 
instrumentation (USEPA, 1993). Analytical results are automatically stored in a computer data 
base for both local and remote access and analysis including graphic display. The ASAP 
allows remote control of sampling activities and provides automated calibrations and quality 
assurance/quality control (QA/QC) analysis of known standards (USEPA, 1993). Purgeable 
hydrocarbons (chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons and aromatic hydrocarbons) are analyzed by 
gas chromatography (GC), inorganic ions through single column ion chromatography, and 
dissolved oxygen and pH with probes. 

A multi-port sample loop valve provides samples for purge and trap GC analysis with selectable 
volumes from 0.2 mL to 10 ml_. A 30 m thick film DB-5 mega bore GC column in series with a 
15 m thick film DB-624 mega bore column (J&W Scientific, Folsom, California) provide good 
resolution for the compounds of interest. The GC (Finnigan-Tremetrics, Model 9000, San Jose, 
California) is equipped with tandem photo ionization and flame ionization detectors for TCE and 
toluene analyses. Chromjet integrators (Thermal Separation Products, San Jose, California) 
provide integration of the detector signals and communicate with the ASAP computer for data 
storage and retrieval. 
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Inorganic ions (bromide) are processed by the ASAP high performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) module using fixed loop injection, a standard anion column and conductivity detector 
(Model 350) (both from Alltech Associates, Deerfield, Illinois), and a binary gradient HPLC 
pump (Thermal Separations Products, model P2000, San Jose, California). The fluent is 4 mM 
potassium acid phthalate. The ASAP system also collects data for dissolved oxygen and pH 
using probes and associated meters (Orion Research, Inc., models 860 and 520A, respectively, 
Beverly, Massachusetts). 

5.3.2 System Testing 

Once the system has been constructed, pump tests should be initiated. The following 
describes the pump tests that were used prior to the Edwards AFB demonstration, to determine 
whether homogeneous hydrogeological conditions existed at the site. At the Edwards AFB site, 
24-hour pump tests were conducted at each treatment well using a flowrate of 38 L/min. Under 
homogeneous conditions and equal flow rates, the lower (confined) aquifer drawdown response 
to the upflow test was anticipated to be identical to the mounding response due to the downflow 
test. The drawdown and mounding of the lower aquifer during the upflow and downflow tests 
are shown in Figure 5-8. As is seen in Figure 5-8, the mounding during the downflow test was 
about 70% of the drawdown during the upflow test. While this may have been due to site 
hydrogeology, another possible explanation is that the net flowrate at T1 was less than that at 
T2 by about 30%. This may have been caused by damage to the bentonite slurry seal which 
separates the lower and upper aquifers at T1. 

Figure 5-8. Lower Aquifer Response During the Downflow (T1) and Upflow 
(T2) Treatment Well Pump Tests 
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An additional verification of homogeneity comes from head responses at various monitoring 
wells during the T1 and T2 24-hour pump tests. Assuming homogeneity and equal pumping 
rates during the two pump tests, the lower aquifer's drawdown response to the T2 upflow pump 
test should equal the mounding due to the T1 downflow pump test. The head data can be 
analyzed quantitatively using the following expression which, for two monitoring wells in a 
homogeneous confined aquifer, relates observed drawdown (or mounding) at the two wells (s1 
and s2), the distance from each monitoring well to the extraction (or injection) well (r1 and r2), 
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the aquifer transmissivity (T), and the pumping rate (Q) of the extraction (or injection) well 
(Kitanidis, 1997): 

Mm 2.3ßr     rl (10) 5-, - s2 = Log — 
2TIT        rl 

Assuming T is equal for each of the pump tests , a ratio of pumping rates for the upflow and 
downflow tests can be derived by comparing the responses of monitoring well pairs. Applying 
equation (20) to all pairs of the aquifer monitoring wells (and discarding those pairs where 
s1=s2 and/or r1=r2) and averaging the results, the flow through T1 in the downflow test can be 
calculated relative to the flow through T2 in the upflow test (McCarty, et al., 1998). Using this 
method, it was determined that the flow through T1 in the downflow test was 62% of the flow 
through T2 in the upflow test or about 24 L/min. 

Another test that can be used during the system testing phase is a tracer test. During a tracer 
test, a conservative solute (one which will not degrade readily in the aquifer) is injected at a 
constant rate into a treatment well. Tracer measurements are then taken at the surrounding 
monitoring wells. Tracer tests can serve one of two purposes. First, the resulting tracer 
concentrations at the monitoring wells can be used to estimate the flowrate in the injection well 
through mass balance. This information can than be used to verify pumping test results. 
Second, tracer test results can be used to verify that flow from the treatment wells reaches all 
selected monitoring well locations. Such verification not only confirms homogeneous aquifer 
properties, it also assures that the fate and transport of the substrate to be injected into the 
upper and lower aquifers can be adequately monitored. At Edwards AFB, a sodium bromide 
solution containing 50 g/L bromide was continuously pumped into the T1 well at a flowrate of 34 
mL/min for five days, and bromide measurements were made at the lower aquifer monitoring 
wells nearest T1 (N1, N2, N3, and N5). The resulting increased bromide concentration at these 
wells was 65 to 68 mg/L. From mass balance on these values, the T1 flowrate is estimated in 
this manner to be 25 to 26 L/min, values which are similar to those estimated from the pumping 
tests (McCarty, et al., 1998). To further characterize flow at Edwards AFB, as well as to assure 
the regulatory agencies that the toluene that would be injected during the evaluation could be 
tracked by the monitoring network, a second tracer test was conducted. As the aquifer was 
oxygen deprived, methane could serve here as a conservative tracer. The tracer test consisted 
of continuously adding methane to the circulating groundwater at both treatment wells at a 
concentration of 25 to 30 mg/L over a 14-day period. Methane was found to arrive at all the 
monitoring locations. Based on an analysis of 50% breakthrough times for methane at the 
monitoring wells, methane travel time contours were constructed for the upper and lower 
aquifers. These results indicated the aquifers are relatively homogeneous, with groundwater 
flow from the treatment wells reaching all the monitoring wells. This homogeneity allows 
evaluation of system efficiency based upon TCE reduction at the monitoring locations. 
Additionally, the methane tracer test results provided assurance that the fate and transport of 
the toluene to be injected into the upper and lower aquifers for the evaluation could be 
adequately monitored (McCarty, et al., 1998). 

5.4 System Start Up: Establishing a Cometabolizing Consortium 

The purpose of this phase of the operation is to establish a viable substrate-degrading (e.g. 
toluene degrading) microbial population in the aquifer. This objective is achieved through an 
incremental increase of substrate and oxygen injection through the treatment wells. Each 
injection stage is followed by a cessation of substrate and oxygen introduction during which 
sampling is conducted at various monitoring wells.   A rapid decline in substrate and oxygen 
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concentrations at the monitoring wells is indicative of an adequate substrate-degrading 
population. When substrate concentrations approach zero, the next stage of substrate and 
oxygen injection is initiated at double the preceding substrate concentration. Once the time lag 
between substrate injection and a near zero substrate concentration at the monitoring wells is 
sufficiently short, a viable substrate-degrading consortium has been established. The following 
is a description of the toluene-degrading consortium established at the Edwards AFB site. A 
similar procedure could be used with a single aquifer. If using single-screened wells, then only 
one consortium per well pair is used at the injection well. 

In order to establish a toluene-degrading consortium in the two aquifers at Edwards AFB, the 
pumping rates were established and on day 34, pure oxygen was added for 4 days in order to 
provide an aerobic environment for the toluene injection. Then, while oxygen addition was 
continued, sufficient neat toluene was added in pulses, one per hour, to provide time-averaged 
concentrations of 2.7 and 18 mg/L at T1 and T2, respectively. Such toluene injection was 
continued for two days (days 38 - 40) and then toluene and oxygen injection was stopped and 
the pumps were turned off. Samples from various monitoring wells were analyzed for toluene 
and oxygen decrease, which would provide evidence for the growth of an indigenous toluene 
oxidizing population. Toluene reached near zero concentration within ten days. Pumping and 
oxygen and toluene injection were reinstituted for a two-day period, this time with about double 
the initial toluene concentration. As a toluene-degrading population had now been established, 
toluene utilization was quicker, and reached near zero within five days. This procedure was 
repeated once again, but with another doubling of the toluene concentration. A subsequent 
rapid depletion of toluene by day 56 indicated that an adequate population had been 
established to proceed to the next stage (McCarty, et al., 1998). 

5.5 System Operation 

5.5.1 Pre-Steady-State 

The objective of pre-steady state operation is to achieve optimal contaminant removal efficiency 
by adjusting operational parameters, including substrate and oxygen addition rates and oxygen 
source. For instance, the primary substrate addition pulsing rate should be adjusted such that 
a viable TCE degrading population is maintained. Too much substrate can result in organism 
growth near the treatment well (bioclogging) and can cause competitive inhibition, where TCE 
degradation rates are reduced due to the substrate competing for the active site on the TCE 
degrading enzyme. Organism growth near the treatment well can be inhibited by use of 
hydrogen peroxide as an oxygen source. Hydrogen peroxide also provides elevated dissolved 
oxygen levels necessary for increased substrate concentrations. TCE removal through 
treatment is represented at any given time by concentration differences between a treatment 
well and a downgradient monitoring well. By sampling from successive wells along the 
groundwater flow path between injection and extraction wells, it can be determined where the 
maximum amount of treatment is occurring. Monitoring well sampling should also be conducted 
during this phase to check whether substrate concentration levels are below regulatory limits. 
Below is a discussion of the pre-steady state phase at Edwards AFB which may provide 
insights into the process of system optimization. Operational results are summarized in Table 
5-2. 

Table 5-2. Operational Summary for Days 38 through 444 
Days 38-136 

Pre Steady State 

Days 142-204 

Steady State 

Days 209-271 
Steady State 

Days 317-444 

Steady State Totals 

Upper 
Aquifer 

Lower 
Aquifer 

Upper 
Aquifer 

Lower 
Aquifer 

Upper 
Aquifer 

Lower 
Aquifer 

Upper 
Aquifer 

Lower 
Aquifer 

Upper 
Aquifer 

Lower 
Aquifer 

Treatment Well T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 
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Pumping Rate - 
liters/min 

0-38 0-25 38 25 38 25 25 25 

TCE, |jg/L 

Upgradient 1212±1 
08 

617±59 1080±4 
9 

649±60 1147±2 
5 

770±63 1207±8 
9 

554±36 

At Treatment Well 679 to 
338 

597 to 
124 

304±17 80±26 254±12 63±7 171±12 107±13 

After Treatment 668 to 
71 

631 to 
15 

46±19 17±8 29±7 26±11 24±3 18±6 

Groundwater 

Treated - m^ 

4706 3096 3393 2232 3393 2232 4572 4572 16,063 12,132 

Toluene Added - kg 41 31 45 22 45 18 41 41 173 112 
Oxygen Added - kg 136 136 98 149 98 149 201 201 534 636 
Peroxide Added - kg 141 91 283 186 159 133 215 201 798 611 
TCE Removed - g 834 326 875 214 763 126 672 407 3145 1072 

In this phase from days 56 to 136 at Edwards AFB, operation of the treatment system with 
pumping was continuous, as was the introduction of dissolved oxygen. Toluene was added 
initially at 12 pulses per day, but this gradually decreased to 3 pulses per day by day 62 as a 
steady-state population became established. This pulsing strategy was designed to reduce 
organism growth near the treatment well and to reduce the effects of competitive inhibition. 
Initially, toluene was added to provide a continuous low time-averaged concentration. Then the 
concentration was slowly increased with time to a maximum of 11.6 and 13.4 mg/L at wells T1 
and T2, respectively, as field evidence of adequate toluene degradation was obtained, together 
with evidence that toluene did not exceed regulatory levels at the compass point wells. TCE 
concentration decreased as water passed from T2 to N10 and N5, which are located 2.5 and 
7.5 m, respectively, from T2 on the path between T2 and T1. The TCE removal from water 
emanating from the treatment wells is represented by the TCE concentration differences at any 
given time between T2 and N5 in the upper aquifer and T1 and N10 in the lower aquifer. In 
both aquifers, TCE removal generally increased with time, in-line with the increase in toluene 
concentration and the resulting buildup of a toluene-consuming TCE-degrading population. 

By the end of the pre-steady state period, TCE removal evidenced in this manner was over 
80% in both aquifers. However, the overall TCE removal performance differed markedly 
between the upper and lower aquifers. In the upper aquifer, TCE removal increased gradually 
with time. Up to about day 105, most of the removal occurred between T2 and N10, after that, 
most occurred between N10 and N5. This progression of the treatment zone away from T2 
was desired and resulted from planned operational modifications. One modification involved 
increasing the time between pulses, a strategy designed to move the toluene out further into 
the aquifer before complete degradation could occur. A second modification was the addition 
of hydrogen peroxide after day 80 to increase the dissolved oxygen supply as needed for 
degradation of higher toluene concentrations. This also tended to inhibit bacterial growth near 
the treatment well. The combination of these two strategies thus was successful. 

The above strategies were not as successful initially for TCE removal in the lower aquifer. 
Although at the beginning, the mass rates of addition of toluene, oxygen, and hydrogen 
peroxide were the same at the two treatment wells, the concentration at T1 was higher because 
the net flowrate was lower. Once this was recognized, the mass of toluene added was 
reduced. Hydrogen peroxide addition should also have been reduced because of the excess 
inhibition that it caused, as found later. In spite of this problem, TCE removal up to day 80 was 
better in the lower aquifer than in the upper aquifer, perhaps because the actual concentration 
of toluene then at T1 was 1.33 times that at T2. When hydrogen peroxide was added on day 81 
(at a concentration 1.33 times higher than at T2 as the difference in net flowrates as the two 
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wells was then not known), inhibition appeared to be very high, and TCE removal stopped. On 
day 89, toluene concentration was dropped somewhat and on day 99, hydrogen peroxide 
addition was stopped. By day 100, TCE removal began again. On day 103, pulsing was 
changed from 3 times per day to once per day, and this appeared to help spread TCE removal 
beyond N5. TCE removal increased to about 80% by day 120. However, a sudden increase in 
pumping head at T1 around day 130 suggested clogging may have become a problem. A small 
amount of hydrogen peroxide was added in an attempt to control this clogging, but this was 
insufficient and the well field was shut down on day 136 to redevelop T1 as preventive 
maintenance. This ended the period of pre-steady-state operation (McCarty etal., 1998). 

5.5.2 Steady-state Operation and Trouble Shooting 

Once the optimal parameter settings have been determined during pre-steady state operation, 
the system is ready for steady state operation. While there should not be a need for significant 
operational changes to the system during steady state operation, continued well sampling and 
system monitoring should take place to be able to quickly detect any problems that may arise. 
One problem that may occur, is increasing pumping head at each well due to biomass buildup 
in the aquifer. At Edwards AFB, the system was temporarily shut down for redevelopment of 
wells T1 and T2 to alleviate this problem. Another problem that must be avoided is excessive 
hydrogen peroxide addition. Hydrogen peroxide may be attractive as an oxygen source 
because of its ability to deliver higher dissolved oxygen levels than molecular oxygen or air and 
its tendency to reduce bioclogging because of its toxicity to microorganisms at high 
concentrations near the treatment well. However, too much hydrogen peroxide will result in a 
net loss of contaminant removal due to losses of biomass. Note that elevated hydrogen 
peroxide concentrations may result from either too much addition or from an overestimation of 
the net flow rate at the treatment well (this occurred at Edwards AFB). Below is a discussion of 
the steady state operation at Edwards AFB which will help in understanding the possible 
problems encountered during system operation and how they were addressed. An operational 
summary is provided in Table 5-2. 

Steady-state operation at Edwards AFB occurred between days 142 and 444. The upgradient 
TCE concentration in the regional groundwater flow entering the treatment zone remained 
relatively constant in the two aquifers over the course of the study (see Table 5-2). Here it 
averaged between 1,080 and 1,212 ug/L in the upper aquifer and between 554 and 770 ug/L in 
the lower aquifer. The flows at the treatment wells were a mixture of regional flow entering the 
treatment zone and already-treated interflow water. TCE concentrations at the two treatment 
wells were thus lower than in the upgradient regional flow water and indeed decreased with 
time as treatment progressed. The TCE concentrations after treatment are much less, the 
values in Table 5-2 here were taken from concentrations measured at N5 upper for the upper 
aquifer and N10 lower for the lower aquifer. The measured concentration at N5 upper during 
the last two steady-state periods averaged 24 to 29 ug/L About two-thirds of the removal took 
place between the N10 and N5 monitoring wells, or further out in the aquifer as desired. TCE 
concentration varied more markedly at the near monitoring well (N10) than at the distant 
monitoring well (N5), a phenomenon observed previously at Moffett Federal Airfield. This is a 
direct result of the once per day pulsing of toluene and resulting competitive inhibition. As the 
pulse moved through the aquifer, TCE removal momentarily decreased due to competition 
between toluene and TCE for the oxygenase. Such TCE oscillations were attenuated by the 
time the circulating groundwater reached N5 due to the lower toluene concentration near there 
as well as TCE sorption/desorption effects. The only operational change here, occurred from 
day 204 to 209 when the system was shut down for routine redevelopment of wells T1 and T2 
to reduce the pumping head, which was slowly increasing at both wells due to biomass buildup 
in the aquifer. Upon restarting, pumping pressures were as at the beginning of the study, and 
efficient TCE removal resumed almost immediately upon restarting. 
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The steady-state period results for the lower aquifer initially had much greater variation than in 
the upper aquifer. Over the steady-state period, the T1 TCE concentration decreased from 
about 150 jig/L to about 50 u.g/L due to the unbalanced net flowrates between the two 
treatment wells and the increasing efficiency of TCE removal in the upper aquifer. TCE 
removal occurred more between T1 and N5 than between N5 and N10, indicating that 
biodegradation remained for the most part near the treatment well. Overall removal varied 
considerably as well, often exceeding 90 percent, but at times decreasing to less than 50 
percent. A great deal of the variation in TCE removal was related to the operational changes 
made in toluene and peroxide additions. A major problem was the unreliability in the hydrogen 
peroxide feeding system to the lower aquifer which resulted in excessive feeding of peroxide at 
times and underfeeding at others. This problem was resolved on day 317 with a reduction in 
the hydrogen peroxide concentration at T1 to 47 mg/L. This resulted in dramatic improvement 
in the single-pass (t|sp) removal efficiency over the last 137 days of the study to 83% in the 
lower aquifer. This is comparable to the 85% to 89% single-pass efficiency that was 
maintained in the upper aquifer over the 339 day steady-state period of the study (McCarty et 
al., 1998). 

The pumping head required to pump at the given rates was measured and found to be 2 to 2.5 
m in both aquifers with a flowrate of 25 L/min and about 3 m at 38 L/min during initial startup 
and after the wells had been redeveloped. The pumping heads then slowly increased due to 
aquifer clogging to maximums of 5.5 to 6 m at 38 L/min and 4.5 m at 25 L/min during the first 
three operational periods. However, during the last steady-state four-month operational period 
when toluene pulsing and hydrogen peroxide addition were optimized, the head increase was 
minimal (McCarty et al., 1998). Routine redevelopment would not then have been required. 
The pumping heads at all times with this in situ treatment system were well below the heads 
that would be required to pump the groundwater for treatment at the ground surface. 

5.6 Costs 

This section provides actual quantities and costs of well installation, drilling, equipment, 
chemicals and other materials expended during implementation of the treatability study at 
Edwards AFB, Site 19. Section 5.6.1 briefly presents the data used to arrive at the quantities of 
water treated and the amount of TCE removed from each aquifer at Site 19. Sections 5.6.2 
and 5.6.3 present capital and annual operating cost information, respectively. The costs 
incurred at Edwards AFB may serve as a baseline for calculating cost of implementation. 
However, most costs incurred were related to the extensive monitoring system used to 
thoroughly evaluate system operation and effectiveness, which would not normally be required. 

5.6.1 Basis of Cost 

Table 5-2 contains an operational summary of results over the 444 day period when toluene 
was injected in to the subsurface system at Edwards AFB. The volume of groundwater within 
the 22 m square test site in the upper 8 m deep aquifer is 1,160 m3, assuming a porosity of 0.3. 
During the 444 days of this study, 12,132 m3 were pumped from the upper to the lower aquifer 
at T1 or about 10.5 times the total amount of water in that aquifer. In the lower 20 m deep 
aquifer, the quantity of water in the test zone is 726 m3, while 16,063 m3 or almost 22 times that 
volume was pumped into the upper aquifer through T2. Thus, a much greater volume of water 
was treated over the time of this study than was present within the test zone. 

Modeling studies were conducted to estimate the portion of the contaminated plume that was 
being treated by the system and the amount of interflow for conditions during the last steady- 
state period where balanced flows of 25 L/min were maintained at both treatment wells. These 
studies indicated the width of the capture zones to be 62 m and 53 m in the upper and lower 
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aquifers, respectively. This simulation also indicated that the T1 flow was comprised of 71% 
treated interflow water coming from the T2 well and 29% from the upgradient untreated regional 
flow. The T2 flow was comprised of 85% treated interflow from the T1 well and 15% from the 
upgradient untreated regional flow. Based upon data compiled in Table 5-2 for the last steady- 
state period of balanced flow, a mass balance for TCE concentrations in the upgradient and 
after treatment locations and in the treatment wells themselves can provide another estimate of 
interflow percentage. Such calculations indicate the amount of interflow reaching the T1 well 
was 93%, while that reaching the T2 well was much less or only 72%. These interflow values 
are much higher for the T1 well and much lower for the T2 well than indicated by model 
simulations. The differences may be due to any one or more of a number of factors, such as 
inadequate time to reach a true steady-state, or errors in modeling assumptions made 
concerning such factors as aquifer thickness, regional velocity, or homogeneity. A more 
detailed site characterization would be needed to determine the factor or factors involved. 
These comparative results do indicate that simple model calculations must be used with caution 
and that actual designs for such things as treatment well spacing should perhaps be more 
conservative than that estimated from models where homogeneity is assumed. 

5.6.2 Capital Costs 

Capital costs are those costs incurred during the set-up and installation of the treatment 
system. They include drilling, well installation, and system equipment necessary to implement 
the remedial design. The capital costs incurred during the full-scale evaluation of the treatment 
system at Edwards AFB are given in Table 5-3. The table shows that the major capital costs 
incurred were for the monitoring systems, which were much more extensive than would 
normally be required in a treatment system, but were used here to fully evaluate system 
effectiveness. Capital costs for the analytical equipment used are not included in the table. 
The cost for sodium bromide, which was purchased for proposed extensive tracer studies but 
was mostly not used, is also not included in the table. 
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Table 5-3. Capital and Operational Costs for Aerobic Cometabolic In situ 
 Bioremediation at Site 19, Edwards AFB, California (2 wells) 

CAPITAL COSTS 
Treatment Costs 
Treatment Wells (80 feet, 8-inch Schedule 80 PVC) 
Flow Sensors and Controllers 
Static Mixers 
Packer Assembly 
Deionized Water System 
Pumps and Ancillary Equipment'1' 
Tubing & Connectors(2) 

Valves & Fittings' W 

Total Treatment Costs 
Monitoring Costs 

$30,000.00 
$2,790.00 
$1,076.00 
$9,338.00 
$6,847.00 

$10,000.00 
$1,789.00 

$867.00 
$62,707.00 

Nested Monitoring Wells (80 feet, 2-inch Schedule 80 PVC) 
(19 wells) 
Pumps & Ancillary Equipment W 

Tubes & Connectors (2) 

Values & Fittings(2) 

Miscellaneous Supplies 
Total Monitoring Costs 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 

$190,000.00 

$36,923.00 
$16,096.00 
$7,808.00 
$9,919.00 

$260,746.00 

$323,453.00 
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS 

(extrapolated from actual costs for 444 days of operat on) 
Well Redevelopment ($/well-year) x 2 wells 
Hydrogen Peroxide, 30% 
Toluene 
Oxygen 

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS 

(1) Estimated that $10,000 of the $46,923 spent on pumps and ancil 
treatment costs, the remainder for monitoring costs (Tessier, 1998) 

$8,000.00 
$4,633.00 

$47.00 
$1,674.00 

$14,354.00 
ary equipment was for 

(2) Estimated that 10% of the cost of these items was for treatment costs, 90% for monitoring 
costs (Tessier, 1998). 
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5.6.3 Annual Operating Costs 

The operating costs incurred at Site 19 are given in Table 5-3. The costs have been annualized 
based on the recorded costs for operating the system for 444 days. Toluene is a relatively 
inexpensive chemical (on the order of $0.20 per kg for technical grade); molecular oxygen is 
also relatively inexpensive at $1.74 per kg, but the cost of hydrogen peroxide is high 
(approximately $4.00 per kg). Thus, it is the hydrogen peroxide that represents the major 
chemical cost. The amount used in the Site 19 demonstration is believed to have been more 
than actually required to prevent bioclogging. This amount might be reduced in a normal 
design with an aquifer medium similar to that at Site 19, but the actual amount necessary at any 
given site would depend upon hydraulic conductivity and hence plugging potential of the 
aquifer. 

Based upon microcosm studies, about 2.1 kg oxygen per kg toluene is required at steady-state. 
The pure oxygen added alone would satisfy this need. However, not all oxygen added was 
successfully transferred to the groundwater with the static mixers; some portion escaped at the 
treatment wells. The added peroxide helped satisfy the demand and also helped add an 
excess of dissolved oxygen to the water leaving the 22 m square treatment zone. Note these 
costs do not include installation of monitoring wells and monitoring costs, such as sampling and 
analysis costs, nor power costs, as electricity was provided free at the Edwards AFB site. 
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6. REGULATORY ACCEPTANCE 

Remediation technologies are generally selected under one of two environmental regulatory 
frameworks: the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) or the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). The selection phase 
under CERCLA is called the feasibility study, while the analogous phase under RCRA is called 
the corrective measure study. This Section describes regulatory issues concerning the 
selection of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation under CERCLA (Section 6.1) and RCRA 
(Section 6.2). 

6.1   CERCLA 

Aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation is considered an "innovative technology" under 
CERCLA. Technologies are classified as innovative if they are developed fully but lack 
sufficient cost or performance data for routine use at CERCLA sites. Innovative technologies 
may be used in treatability studies and taken through the screening phase of a feasibility study 
if there were reason to believe that the innovative technology would offer significant 
advantages. These advantages may be in the form of better treatment performance or 
implementability, fewer adverse impacts than other available approaches, or lower costs for 
similar levels of performance (USEPA,1988). Regulators responsible for overseeing cleanup of 
hazardous waste sites may or may not be supportive of the use of innovative technologies. 

If a regulator is willing to consider the use of this innovative technology, its predicted 
performance must still be scrutinized. CERCLA stipulates that remediation technologies 
selected during a feasibility study must be evaluated with respect to nine performance criteria 
(40 CFR 300.430(e)(9)(iii)). The criteria are given in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1. CERCLA Technology Performance Criteria 

Criterion 
Number 

Criterion 
Type Criterion 

1 Threshold Overall protection of human health and the environment 
2 Threshold Compliance with all other applicable or relevant and 

appropriate requirements (ARARs) 
3 Balancing Long-term effectiveness and permanence 
4 Balancing Reduction of toxicity, mobility, or volume through treatment 
5 Balancing Short-term effectiveness 
6 Balancing Implementability 
7 Balancing Cost 
8 Modifying State acceptance 
9 Modifying Community acceptance 
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The first two criteria are threshold criteria, meaning that a technology must fully satisfy these 
criteria to be considered for implementation at a contaminated site. Criteria three through 
seven are balancing criteria. The performance of a technology does not have to fully satisfy 
each of these criteria. Instead, the criteria are used as overall performance indicators, meaning 
that for a particular technology to be selected for implementation at a site, it must demonstrate 
the best overall performance relative to these criteria when compared to alternative 
environmental remediation technologies (Skumanich, 1994). The final two criteria are 
modifying criteria. The purpose of modifying criteria is to ensure that state and local issues not 
directly addressed in the threshold and balancing criteria are given adequate attention. 

Below, the nine CERCLA technology performance criteria are discussed with respect to how 
aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation fulfills each one. 

Overall Protection of Human Health and the Environment. As a final assessment to 
determine whether the technology will function in a safe manner that will provide adequate 
protection to human health and the environment, this criterion is closely related to other criteria, 
especially long-term effectiveness and permanence, short-term effectiveness, and compliance 
with applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs). Because of this 
relationship, to the degree that aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation can satisfy these 
other criteria, it should be able to satisfy this encompassing criterion of overall protection of 
human health and the environment (Skumanich, 1994; Mandalas, 1997). 

Compliance with ARARs. This criterion is used to determine how well a proposed 
environmental remediation technology complies with federal, state, and local environmental 
laws. Although compliance with ARARs is a relatively straightforward process, there are some 
ARARs that may pose particular issues for the feasibility of technology implementation. For 
example, aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation usually requires the injection of a regulated 
chemical to the subsurface to achieve the highest removal efficiencies. The use of injectants 
for in situ groundwater remediation is a relatively new concept and although it has been allowed 
in nearly two-thirds of the States, a lengthy process is required to obtain the necessary State 
permit, an Underground Injection Control permit, for their use (USEPA, 1996). This might 
affect the feasibility of implementation if the permitted allowable level is set below the level for 
proper stimulation of the microbes or if expedient cleanup start-time is critical (Skumanich, 
1994). Results from Edwards AFB Site 19 suggest that as long as sufficient oxygen is present 
and the aquifer has sufficient nutrients to support biological growth, concentrations (of toluene) 
well below levels of regulatory concern can be achieved. Additionally, toluene is also 
biodegradable anaerobically so that even if sufficient oxygen were not available, regulatory 
concerns may not pose any substantial problems (McCarty et ai., 1998). With the knowledge 
gained and documented during the Moffett Federal Airfield studies and the full-scale evaluation 
at Site 19, parties wishing to implement this technology are equipped with hard data supporting 
the ability of the technology to comply with ARARs. The degree to which state and local 
officials charged with overseeing a remediation project accept the data will determine how well 
aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation satisfies this criterion (Mandalas, 1997). 

Long-Term Effectiveness and Permanence. This criterion is used to evaluate the ability of 
aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation to reliably protect human health and the 
environment, after the cleanup is completed. Under this criterion USEPA has generally favored 
permanent treatment technologies (destruction) over technologies that pose the possibility of 
contaminants being re-released to the environment (containment).     USEPA also favors 
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technologies that treat contaminants at the site rather that those that require removal to off-site 
locations (Skumanich, 1994). 

Because aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation is a permanent treatment process that fully 
degrades contaminants into innocuous substances, it should be preferred under this criterion. 
The in situ nature of the technology avoids risks associated with transferring contaminants to 
another site or media and because of the permanence of the process, little will be required in 
terms of long-term maintenance after cleanup is complete (Mandalas, 1997). 

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume through Treatment. The objective of this 
criterion is to measure the degree to which aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation includes 
destruction of the contamination, as opposed to containment or disposal elsewhere. Again, 
because aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation is a process that leads to complete 
degradation of a contaminant to harmless substances, it should be favored under this criterion 
(Skumanich, 1994; Mandalas, 1997). 

Short-Term Effectiveness. Under this criterion, technologies favored are those that require a 
relatively short and uncomplicated construction period and a relatively short time to implement. 
Additionally, those technologies that pose the least disruption to the environment are preferred 
as are those whose impacts to the environment can be easily monitored. Aerobic cometabolic 
in situ bioremediation may receive mixed evaluation under this criterion. In favor of the 
technology, little disruption to the environment is posed (certainly no more than other treatment 
technologies) and although workers are exposed to moderately hazardous chemicals (toluene 
and hydrogen peroxide), short-term risks to workers are minimal. If rapid reduction in 
contaminant is top priority for a particular site, aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation will 
likely score poorly under this criterion (Skumanich, 1994), as will most other existing 
technologies. 

An additional concern under this criterion is the injection of toluene or some other regulated 
chemical as the primary substrate. Obviously, this technique presents some short-term 
disruption to the environment. However, as demonstrated at Site 19, this disruption is localized 
and does not extend beyond the treatment zone (Mandalas, 1997). 

Implementability. The objective of this criterion is to measure the technical and administrative 
feasibility of a proposed remedy. Implementation of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation 
is relatively straightforward, requiring little in the way of material or labor. In terms of general 
availability of goods and materials, the technology should receive favorable evaluations under 
this criterion. However, a critical aspect of this criterion is how well the technology has been 
demonstrated for use, and how reliable the technology will be once it is fully operational. Until 
aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation is generally recognized as an accepted technology, 
regulator acceptance barriers may delay implementation of the technology at particular sites. 
While it is true that all innovative environmental remediation technologies face regulatory 
barriers, it is particularly true for aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation because of the need 
to introduce hazardous substances to the subsurface. Additionally, monitoring of the in situ 
system presents some short-term implementation challenges as the monitoring system would 
likely have to be demonstrated before full system operation could begin (Skumanich, 1994). 
Although monitoring an in situ process is problematic, the full-scale demonstration at Site 19 
confirmed that monitoring technology is available and able to perform well. The peer reviewed 
documentation of the Moffett Federal Airfield studies combined with the extensive full-scale 
technology demonstration at Site 19 and its accompanying peer reviewed literature should 
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prove to be important factors in the overall ability of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation 
to satisfy this criterion. 

Cost. The objective of this criterion is to identify technologies that have reasonable costs, not 
necessarily the technology with the lowest cost. One of the strongest arguments for 
bioremediation technology is that it can present significant cost savings over more conventional 
treatment technologies (Skumanich, 1994). Some discussion shall be presented here exploring 
the cost of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation. 

A comparison of costs for implementation, maintenance and operation of an aerobic 
cometabolic in situ bioremediation system versus an extraction system utilizing an air stripper 
and carbon absorption can be made using Site 19, Operable Unit (OU) 1, Edwards AFB, 
California as an example. The actual costs for installation of two treatment wells for 
bioremediation as well as the annual costs for continued treatment were compiled and are 
presented in Table 6-2. These costs are discussed in further detail in Section 5.6.1 of this 
manual. Table 6-2 also includes estimated costs for implementation of groundwater extraction 
system combined with air stripping and granular-activated carbon absorption. According to the 
Draft Final OU1 Feasibility Study, this treatment system was the preferred remedial alternative 
for overall treatment of the Site 19 groundwater plume. The costs in Table 6-2 are on a per- 
well basis. 

Table 6-2. Comparison of Groundwater Treatment Costs at Site 19 ($/well) 

In Situ 
Bioremediation 

Extraction with 
Air Stripping 

Capital Costs 
Treatment/Extraction Well $15,000 $15,000 
Supplemental Costs* $6,500 $15,670 
Groundwater Treatment System $0 $31,000 

Annual Costs $7,200 $3,100 
*Supplemental capital costs include mobilization, labor, geophysical surveys, etc. 

The costs in Table 6-2 do not include monitoring or sampling and analysis costs since they 
would be approximately equal for each treatment alternative, thus canceling each other out. 

In comparing the costs for the two alternatives, the major differences are associated with 
supplemental costs and treatment system costs. Supplemental costs are those costs incurred 
during the installation of the treatment system. Examples of supplemental costs include 
geophysical surveys, mobilization and demobilization of heavy equipment, labor for installation 
of the system, and miscellaneous parts, supplies, and equipment necessary for implementation 
of the treatment design. The main reason for the vast difference in costs per well is due to the 
extensive amount of equipment and supplies required for electrical and other utility hook-ups for 
extraction of the groundwater to the air stripper and reinjection of the treated water. Because 
the groundwater is not extracted or reinjected when treatment via in situ bioremediation is used, 
these costs are not incurred. Costs for the groundwater treatment system are only incurred for 
the extraction and air stripping alternative since these costs involve trenching and piping, the air 
stripper system, and all electrical instrumentation for controlling the groundwater flow rates. 
The other major difference in costs on a per well basis is in annual costs. For in situ 
bioremediation, annual costs incurred are for well redevelopment, which is required to prevent 
clogging of the screens; and the substrates and oxygen source required for the treatment 
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process. Annual costs incurred during operation of the extraction and air stripping process 
include utility costs for operation of the pumps and blowers, and transport and regeneration of 
carbon. Routine costs for monitoring and sampling and analysis are not included in annual 
costs for either alternative since they would be approximately equal. As shown in Table 6-2, 
annual costs are the only group of costs which are higher for in situ bioremediation than 
extraction and air stripping. This is mainly due to the necessary redevelopment of the treatment 
wells to prevent the well screens from clogging due to growth resulting from injection of the 
primary substrate, toluene. 

Based on studies such as the Site 19, Edwards AFB site evaluation, aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation may be less expensive to treat TCE-contaminated groundwater than traditional 
pump-and-treat remediation, especially in deep anisotropic aquifers, where savings from not 
having to pump groundwater to the surface for treatment may be significant. Additionally, costs 
associated with pumping groundwater to the surface are avoided as are hazardous waste 
disposal fees (McCarty etal., 1998). 

State Acceptance. This criterion is used to assess the degree to which aerobic cometabolic in 
situ bioremediation addresses any policy or administrative issues that the state may have. In 
general, state concerns tend to be with issues similar to those addressed in other areas of the 
performance criteria. It is likely that the performance of aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation under this criterion will be a reflection of its reliability, permanence, ease of 
implementation, cost, and ability to meet ARARs (Skumanich, 1994). In the case of the full- 
scale evaluation of aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation of TCE at Site 19, use of the 
technology was strongly supported by State of California regulators. 

It is important to note that, as discussed under the "Compliance with ARARs" criterion, the 
technology requires the injection of a regulated chemical to the subsurface. Most states have 
policies regarding the injection of nutrients, co-solvents, surfactants, and other compounds into 
groundwater. USEPA's Technology Innovation Office (TIO) has compiled a summary table of 
state policy and experience with in situ groundwater remediation (see USEPA, 1996a). This 
document also contains a list of state regulatory agency contacts. The reader is referred to this 
document and to Rich Steimle ([703] 308-8800) of USEPA's TIO for more information regarding 
this issue. 

Community Acceptance. This criterion is used to measure the acceptance of aerobic 
cometabolic in situ bioremediation by the local community. As in the previous criterion, 
community concerns tend to be with issues similar to those addressed in other areas of the 
performance criteria. It is likely that the performance of aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation under this criterion will be favorable if it performs well in other areas of the 
performance criteria. Note, however, that community concerns are sometimes "emotional." For 
example, stimulating microbial growth in the subsurface may lead some community members to 
be concerned about the ramifications of an increased population of "mutant" microorganisms. 
Additionally, community members may become concerned over the introduction of toluene as 
primary substrate and the idea that the introduction of this compound will eventually cause 
cancer or some other disease in members of the community. Department of Energy (DOE), 
through its VOC-Arid Integrated Demonstration Program has published a report (Peterson and 
McCabe, 1994) that defines many of the community concerns that are specific to in situ 
bioremediation. These concerns can usually be allayed through community education and 
communication. Skumanich (1994) reports that, overall, the public generally has a favorable 
opinion of bioremediation technology. In the case of the full-scale evaluation of aerobic 
cometabolic in situ bioremediation of TCE at Edwards AFB Site 19, the local community, after 
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being briefed on the site remedial plans, offered no objections to the use of the technology. It is 
important to note, however, that the community consists largely of transient military personnel, 
and the groundwater is not used for drinking water in the area. 

6.2  RCRA 

Performance criteria for remedial technologies have not been promulgated under RCRA as they 
have been under CERCLA. Thus, remedial project mangers (i.e., regulators at either state 
environmental agencies or USEPA regional offices) responsible for overseeing cleanup of sites 
under RCRA often have a great deal of leeway when selecting a remedial technology. Because 
CERCLA guidance is commonly used for direction when appropriate RCRA guidance is 
unavailable, the analysis of how aerobic cometabolic in situ bioremediation fulfills the CERCLA 
performance criteria (see Section 6.1) may be used to justify selection of this technology for 
RCRA sites. However, as for CERCLA sites, the utility and acceptance of the technology will 
vary, and even if site conditions are amenable to the use of the technology, it may not always 
be the best technology for implementation. 
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7. CASE STUDIES 
This Section describes the backgrounds, site conditions, and results of field tests where aerobic 
cometabolic in situ bioremediation of CAHs has been conducted. The conditions and results at 
these sites are summarized in Table 7-1. Sites mentioned in this table are the best studied 
sites for which data are publicly available. 

Note that the method of implementation of this technology (see System Design Summary 
column in Table 7-1) is different at each site. The implementation strategies used at Moffett 
Federal Airfield and Edwards AFB were unique to those sites (although the Edwards AFB work 
was an extension of what was done at Moffett Federal Airfield ) and have not, to the best of our 
knowledge, been implemented elsewhere. Conversely, implementation of the SRS approach 
(which combines cometabolism with some form of air stripping technology) is underway at sites 
throughout the U.S. SRS has patented its approach, and commercial firms seeking to use this 
approach must obtain licenses; several firms have already done so (SRS, 1998). 

It is important to reiterate that this guidance manual describes how to implement an aerobic 
cometabolic in situ bioremediation system similar in design to the one implemented at Edwards 
AFB. The other designs presented in the case studies below are provided for comparison 
purposes only and are not discussed elsewhere in this manual. In addition, the Edwards AFB 
technology is designed to serve as a barrier for plume migration, whereas the SRS technology 
may potentially be used to cleanup source areas. 

7.1  Moffett Federal Airfield 

Moffett Federal Airfield (formerly Moffett Naval Air Station) is located in Mountain View, 
California. The site is approximately three kilometers south of the southwest extremity of the 
San Francisco Bay. This site was selected for the first pilot scale application of in situ 
cometabolic bioremediation in the field because it had several favorable site characteristics: a 
shallow, semi-confined aquifer consisting of sands and gravels; high permeability; and an 
indigenous community of methanotrophic bacteria (Roberts et al., 1990). A test zone was 
selected where groundwater contaminants consisted primarily of chlorinated organic 
compounds, mainly 1,1,1-TCA, but no chlorinated ethenes were present (TCE, DCE, vinyl 
chloride) (Semprini et al., 1992). Chlorinated ethenes were added in the test zone in controlled 
biotransformation experiments, which allowed mass balances to be performed (Semprini et al., 
1990). 

The design of the Moffett Federal Airfield well field is shown in Figure 7-1. It consisted of two 
injection wells and an extraction well with monitoring wells interspersed between them. Induced 
gradient conditions were created by extracting groundwater at a rate approximately seven to 
eight times greater than the injection rate, to dominate the regional groundwater flow (Roberts 
et al., 1990). Once the wells were installed and preliminary pump and tracer tests were 
performed, a series of stimulus-response experiments were conducted. The stimulus was the 
continuous injection of measured concentrations of the chemical of interest in the test zone, 
and the response was the concentration history of the chemicals in the groundwater sampled 
from the monitoring wells and the extraction well (Semprini et al., 1990). 
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Figure 7-1. Cross Section of the Test Zone and Wellfield Used in 
Moffett Federal Airfield Experiments 
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The initial experiments conducted at Moffett Federal Airfield used methane as the primary 
substrate and oxygen gas as the source of oxygen for aerobic cometabolism of TCE, c-DCE, t- 
DCE, and vinyl chloride. Results indicated that the methane consuming consortium developed 
was highly effective at degrading f-DCE and vinyl chloride, but removal of TCE and c-DCE was 
not as successful (Semprini etal., 1990). 

The low removal efficiency of TCE and c-DCE using methane as the primary substrate led to 
the exploration of other potential primary substrates. The studies were again conducted at the 
Moffett Federal Airfield and focused on the utility of phenol as a primary substrate, again using 
oxygen gas as the source of oxygen. The studies, conducted over two field seasons with 
results published in 1993, found phenol to be superior to methane for in situ aerobic 
cometabolic degradation of TCE and c-DCE (Hopkins etal., 1993b). 

Toluene was also evaluated at the Moffett Federal Airfield site for use as a primary substrate for 
the cometabolic degradation of TCE. Additionally, hydrogen peroxide was evaluated as an 
oxygen source. The studies concluded that toluene is an effective primary substrate with 
performance levels very similar to that of phenol. Hydrogen peroxide was also found to be a 
good source of oxygen, achieving TCE removals similar to those achieved when using oxygen 
gas. Finally, the studies suggested that the presence of 1,1-DCE as a co-contaminant would 
significantly reduce TCE removal efficiencies (Hopkins and McCarty, 1995). 

A pulsing strategy for addition of methane and oxygen was developed at Moffett Federal 
Airfield. Delivering the nutrients in alternating pulses prevented bioclogging near the injection 
wells and allowed the nutrients to be better distributed downgradient. Pulsing also served to 
lessen the impact of competitive inhibition. 

A summary of the Moffett Federal Airfield studies is provided in Table 7-2 (Hopkins and 
McCarty, 1995). 
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Table 7-2. Efficiency of Chlorinated Aliphatic Hydrocarbon Removal 
Obtained at the Moffett Federal Airfield Site with Different Primary 

Substrates (after Hopkins and McCarty, 1995) 

Primary 
Substrate 

Substrate 
Concentratio 

n (mg/L) 

% Removal 

TCE 1,1-DCE c-DCE t-DCE 
Vinyl 

Chloride 

Methane 6.6 19 NE 43 90 95 

Phenol 12.5 94 54 92 73 >98 

Toluene 9 93 NE >98 75 NE 

Key: TCE 
1,1-DCE 
c-DCE 
t-DCE 
NE 

Trichloroethylene 
1,1-Dichloroethylene 
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene 
Not Evaluated 

7.2 Edwards AFB, California 

Edwards AFB is located in the western portion of the Mojave Desert, about 60 miles north of 
Los Angeles. Site 19 is an area of about 53 acres on the west side of Rogers Dry Lake. From 
1958 through 1967, engines for the X-15 rocket plane were maintained in facilities at the site. 
Approximately one 55-gallon drum of TCE was used each month to clean the engines. 
Disposal of the TCE-contaminated wastewater into the nearby desert created a large 
groundwater contaminant plume (Earth Tech, 1996). Researchers who pioneered the 
application of cometabolism for in situ bioremediation at Moffett Federal Airfield and were 
seeking a site for full-scale demonstration of this technology selected an area within Site 19 that 
lies about 400 meters east of the contamination source (McCarty etal., 1998). The goal of the 
researchers was to prove the ability of the technology to perform at an actual site and to define 
the conditions that are most appropriate for technology implementation. 

The plan view and profile view of the treatment system used at Edwards AFB are shown in 
Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3, respectively. Figure 7-2 shows model simulations of upper aquifer 
stream tubes entering the treatment zone, recirculating between the two treatment wells, and 
then leaving the treatment zone. The system was set up approximately perpendicular to 
regional groundwater flow to intercept the migrating plume of TCE. The presence of a low- 
permeability layer separating two contaminated zones allowed a subsurface circulatory system 
to be established (Figure 7-3). Toluene was injected as the primary substrate, and both pure 
oxygen and hydrogen peroxide oxygen sources were tested. 
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Figure 7-2. Plan View of the Cometabolic Bioremediation System Implemented 
at Edwards AFB Site 19 
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Figure 7-3. Profile View of the Cometabolic Bioremediation System Implemented 
at Edwards AFB Site 19 

Once operating parameters were optimized and steady-state operation was underway, the full- 
scale demonstration at Edwards AFB, Site 19 verified that aerobic cometabolic in situ 
bioremediation is an effective environmental remediation technology. The demonstration 
yielded TCE removal efficiencies of 95 to 97 percent. Toluene degradation was 99.98 percent, 
leaving an average of 1.2 to 1.3 (xg/L at the boundaries of the treatment zone, well below the 
maximum goal of 20 ng/L set by regulatory personnel (McCarty et al., 1998). The full-scale 
demonstration at Edwards AFB also achieved an important objective of any full-scale 
technology demonstrations, which is compiling and documenting information that should be 
relevant to site managers and regulators considering the use of the technology. 

7.3 Savannah River Site (SRS) 

The SRS is a 300 square mile facility owned by the U.S. DOE and operated under contract by 
the Westinghouse Savannah River Company. The site is near Aiken, South Carolina. The site 
has been operated as a nuclear production facility for DOE since 1950. The production 
processes carried out over the past 40 years have generated considerable waste and 
numerous waste sites. One area at SRS, the 300-M Area, consists of a former leaky sewer line 
and settling basin that received primarily TCE, tetrachloroethylene (PCE), and 1,1,1-TCA 
(Hazen, 1992). This area has been used to investigate groundwater remediation strategies, 
including in situ aerobic cometabolism. 
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Methanotrophs (methane-oxidizing bacteria) were stimulated by injecting natural gas (methane) 
and air into an aquifer using horizontal wells (see Figure 7-4). One horizontal well acted as an 
injection well and was placed below the water table while a second horizontal well acted as an 
extraction well and was placed above the water table. This well configuration allowed 
methanotrophs to biodegrade TCE cometabolically, while contaminants that were not 
aerobically biodegradable (such as PCE) were removed by air stripping. 

Figure 7-4. Profile View of the Savannah River Site Horizontal Well In situ 
Bioremediation Demonstration (after SRS, 1998) 

Injection Point for 
Air/Methane/Nutrients To Off-Gas Treatment 

A characterization study at the SRS showed the presence of a methanotrophic bacterial 
community which had the ability to degrade the TCE-contaminated groundwater (Bowman et 
ai, 1993). After methane injection in the study area, a seven order of magnitude increase in 
the microbial population was observed (SRS, 1998). It is reported that biostimulation was 
immediate and resulted in PCE/TCE dissolved concentration reductions of 95% and vapor 
phase PCE/TCE reductions of 99%. This is 42% more than would have been removed by air 
stripping alone (SRS, 1998). 

Interestingly, the investigators reported that PCE was biodegraded. Because PCE has not been 
shown to degrade aerobically researchers speculated that anaerobic zones formed in the 
subsurface to allow the anaerobic reductive dechlorination of the PCE to TCE which was then 
aerobically cometabolized. The researchers estimated that the cometabolic treatment system 
reduced cleanup time by greater than 50% (SRS, 1998). 

To simulate the degradation found at the site a model was developed. Model simulations 
allowed the researchers to deduce that microbial predation had a significant impact on the TCE 
degradation efficiency of the remediation system (Travis and Rosenberg, 1997). Similar to the 
Moffett Federal Airfield work, the model studies also showed that pulsing of nutrients could be 
useful in enhancing removals, by enlarging the area where the removal rates are high. 
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A.1      Biological Model 

The biological model used in this software estimates the extent to which the target contaminant 
is biologically degraded in the groundwater as it passes through the area of the aquifer where 
treatment is ongoing, known as the bioactive zone (BAZ). The model is derived based on 
Monod kinetics. Monod kinetics accounts for the first order microbial growth that occurs at low 
concentrations, followed by zero order growth at high concentrations, when the substrate is not 
limiting (Criddle, 1993). Following simplification of the governing equations developed by 
Semprini and McCarty (1991) using the assumptions presented below, the equation describing 
contaminant reduction ratio in the BAZ is written as follows: 

(A.1) |- = e-™' 

where 

Ce = the effluent contaminant concentration leaving the BAZ [ML"3] 
Ci  = the influent contaminant concentration entering the BAZ [ML"3] 
X   = the biomass concentration in the BAZ [ML3] 
K   = K2/KS2 

K2 = maximum utilization rate of cometabolism [T1] 
KS2 = contaminant half-saturation coefficient [ML"3] 

t    =   the time the contaminant is in the bioactive zone [T] 

The assumptions upon which equation (A.1) are based are: 

• No deactivation of the biomass in the BAZ 

• The BAZ can be modeled as a plug flow reactor (PFR) 

• No competitive inhibition effects. During field implementation, inhibition of contaminant 
degradation by the simultaneous presence of primary substrate is combated by pulsing 
in the primary substrate 

• The influent contaminant concentration (Q) is much less than the contaminant 
saturation coefficient (KS2). This assumption is reasonable since this technology will be 
employed at the edge of a plume as a treatment/containment barrier 

• The primary substrate is completely consumed 

• The dissolved oxygen concentration is not limiting 

• Steady-state conditions exist with regard to the flow field and constituent concentrations. 
Numerical modeling studies, in conjunction with the field data obtained from the 
Edwards AFB demonstration, show that steady-state conditions occur relatively quickly 

• All microbial growth is due to the primary substrate only. Any co-contaminants in the 
plume are not being utilized as a carbon and energy source (Christ, 1997). 

Because we can assume microbial growth and contaminant concentrations are at steady-state, 
we can calculate the microorganism concentrations in the BAZ by equating the rate of 
microorganism production with the rate of microorganism decay (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 
1997): 
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(A.2) YCDQ = XVb 

where 

Y   = yield coefficient, based on the substrate and electron acceptor selected 

H 

CD = primary substrate concentration [ML ] 
b = cell decay coefficient [T1] 
Q = flow rate of the well [L3 T"1] 
X = steady-state microbial concentration in the BAZ [ML"3] 
V =volumeoftheBAZ[L3] 

Rearranging the above equation to solve for X, the steady-state microbial concentration in the 
BAZ, we have: 

YQCD 

Since we have assumed that the BAZ acts as a plug flow reactor (PFR), the time in the BAZ (t) 
can be determined by dividing the bioactive zone volume (V) by the flow rate (Q). Substituting 
this value of t into equation (A.1), and substituting equation (A.3) into equation (A.1), results in 
the following expression for the contaminant-reduction ratio: 

Q -YK'CQ 

(A.4) (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 1997)     -f- = e   b 

From the Edwards AFB demonstration, it was observed that rather than behaving like a PFR, 
the BAZ could better be modeled as two continuously mixed flow reactors (CMFRs) in series 
(McCarty, 1998). In this case, the contaminant-reduction ratio may be expressed as follows: 

(A.5) Ce 1 

C "        YK'CD , 

Since equation (A.5) is based upon filed observations, the screening software uses it to 
calculate the single-pass contaminant-reduction ratio. Using the single-pass contaminant- 
reduction ratio, we can then calculate the single-pass treatment efficiency (T|SP) as follows: 

(A.6) ^=1~"t 

Note that based on laboratory studies and the work at Moffett Federal Airfield and Edwards 
AFB, equations (A.5) and (A.6) apply only when Q < 1 mg/L (McCarty, 1998). Parameter values 
needed in equations (A.5) and (A.6) are obtained for use in the screening software as follows. 
Previous studies (McCarty etal., 1998) showed that the primary substrate concentration (CD) is 
dependent upon the dissolved oxygen concentration (CA) in accordance with the following 
expression: 
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(A.7) CD = CA/F 

where 

CD =   primary substrate concentration [ML"3] 
CA =   dissolved oxygen concentration [ML ] 

= 3.6 mg/L for air as the oxygen source, 
= 18 mg/L for oxygen gas as the oxygen source 
= 30 mg/L for hydrogen peroxide as the oxygen source 

F   =   dissolved oxygen mass required per mass of primary substrate (in this case 
F=2.1 mg dissolved oxygen per mg toluene) 

Note that the values used for dissolved oxygen concentrations for the three potential oxygen 
sources were estimated based on results obtained during the evaluation of aerobic cometabolic 
in situ bioremediation at Edwards AFB Site 19 (Christ, 1997). Applying equation (A.7) results in 
CD = 1.7 mg/L when air is used as the oxygen source, 8.6 mg/L when oxygen gas is used, and 
14.3 mg/L when hydrogen peroxide is used. Knowing the primary substrate concentration, and 
given the following parameter values 

b   = 0.15/d (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 1997) 
Y   = 0.77 mg/mg (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 1997) 
K'  = 0.07 L/mg cell-d for TCE (Jenal-Wanner and McCarty, 1997) 

= 0.25 L/mg cell-d for trans-dichloroethylene (Semprini and McCarty, 1991) 
= 0.035 L/mg cell-d for cis-dichloroethylene (Semprini and McCarty, 1991) 
= 0.25 L/mg cell-d for vinyl chloride (Semprini and McCarty, 1991) 

the program solves equations (A.5) through (A.7) for the single-pass treatment efficiency that 
would be obtained by using each of the three potential oxygen sources. Also note that the 
screening software allows the user to select a value for the single-pass treatment efficiency 
(T|sp) independently. In that instance, the software determines the oxygen source that is 
required to obtain the selected value of T|sp. 

A.2     Flow Model 

Figure 4-2 in Section 4 depicts how an in situ treatment system may be implemented as a 
barrier to contaminant plume migration, using a series of injection and extraction wells. 
Contaminated upgradient water is captured by the extraction well, pumped to the injection well, 
and then injected through the BAZ into the aquifer. A certain fraction of injected water is 
recycled back to the extraction well, with the remainder flowing downgradient. The contaminant 
concentration in the water flowing downgradient is constrained by regulation. Thus, for a given 
upgradient concentration and single-pass treatment efficiency (calculated using the biological 
model described in Section A.1), the fraction of water which must be recycled to meet specified 
downgradient limits.is determined. In this section, the submodel which is used in the screening 
software to determine the number and flowrates of extraction/injection well pairs needed to 
capture the contaminant plume and attain necessary recycle is described. Assumptions made 
for this model are: 

• The groundwater flow is constant over a homogeneous, continuous, isotropic, confined 
aquifer having a constant thickness 

• The extraction rates are constant 

• The maximum allowable drawdown is 30% of the aquifer thickness 
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•    Well locations are co-linear with the same number of extraction and injection wells 
(Christ, 1997). 

The user first enters the following aquifer information: aquifer thickness (B), horizontal 
hydraulic conductivity (Kh), and Darcy velocity of uniform regional flow (U). Then, using 
equation (A.8), the program determines the maximum flowrate (Qmax) in a well (Bear, 1979). 

(A.8, a. = 2"ra- 

1<R/ 

where 

T   = transmissivity [L2/T] 
rw = radius of well (assumed to be 0.2 m) 
R   = radius of influence =3000*Sw*(Kh)

0-5 

Sw = maximum allowable drawdown in meters (assumed to be 30 % of aquifer 
thickness (B)) 

Kh = horizontal hydraulic conductivity in m/s (note: these units must be used 
since R is determined empirically) 

The user also enters the contaminant concentration to be treated (upgradient of the treatment 
system, (Cin), the required downgradient concentration (Cout), and the contaminant plume width 
(PW). Note that Cin is restricted to values less than 20 mg/L, as the technology is not 
appropriate for treating higher contaminant concentrations. From these values, the required 
overall treatment efficiency of the bioremediation system (r|Req) is calculated using equation 
(A.9). 

(A.9) ^=1-°"' -1-C~ /Reg        x        (~i 

Let us define a new parameter, average interflow ratio (UVG), as the fraction of flow through all 
the extraction wells in the treatment system that originated in injection wells. For chemical and 
environmental engineers more familiar with the concept of recycle ratio (f), where f is defined as 
the ratio of recycled flow in a treatment system to total influent flow, UVG is equivalent to f/(1+f). 
By mass balance, the following relationship may be derived: 

(A-10) IAVG = _      ^Req       tfsP 

nReq(i-riSp) 

Note that the value for single-pass treatment efficiency (TISP) used in equation (A. 10) comes 
from the biological model (equation (A.6)). Now, using input parameters and the parameters 
calculated in equations (A.8) and (A.10), the program applies equation (A.11) below to 
determine the number of wells (N) pumping at flow rate Qmax that are required to capture a 
contaminant plume of width PW, and treat the contaminated water at the specified overall 
efficiency (riReq). 

(A.11) N=    2UBlPW) 
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where 

PW =   plume width [L] 
B =   aquifer thickness [L] 
U =   Darcy velocity of uniform regional flow [LT1] 
Qmax =   Maximum pumping rate [L3T1] (see equation (A.8)) 
IAVG =   Average interflow ratio [-] (see equation (A. 10) 

Note that based on the assumption of an equal number of extraction and injection wells, N will 
be an even number, and there will be N/2 extraction wells, N/2 injection wells. 
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